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INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, the amount of well-prepared candidates or students available
for new job positions has increased rapidly. The majority of people go to university
and have the opportunity to achieve great working potential.
In the large crowd of able and experienced people, companies need to
identify those who can make the difference. To reach a great competitive
advantage, organizations have to be innovative and effective at work, but
creativity and innovation come from people. Indeed, they need to recruit and
select the right people for the right positions. So, how can they recognize those
who have the potentialities, emotional intelligence and innate characteristics able
to satisfy business requirements? Gamification is what they need.
The purpose of this work is to highlight the importance and the widespread
development that gamification has had in the field of human resource
management.
In particular, we will analyze how gamification has changed the
perspectives of companies looking for the best talents. Gamification can help
recruitment processes by reducing costs and time that would otherwise be
wasted using the traditional methods.

In the first chapter, we are going to make an excursus through the origin,
the history and the definition of what gamification is, trying to understand its aim
and the characteristics it leverages on. We are going to understand its main
elements, which are game, design and context, and finally, we are going to
explain the different fields in which it can be used.
In the second chapter, we are going to analyze the technical aspects of
gamification, identifying how it works as an integrated system (mix of MDA
framework and intention), understanding its functions within organizations and
explaining some of its benefits and pitfalls.
In the third chapter, we are going to concentrate on our area of study,
which is recruitment. We will understand its different forms, and its development
through traditional methods, e-recruitment and social recruitment, up to the
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application of gamification. Finally, we are going to explain its main elements
(game, design and context), its advantages and its pitfalls.
In the fourth chapter, we are going to present eight different gamified
solutions for recruitment. Those are practical case studies carried out by many
companies around the world. We are going to understand how they work and to
study, in particular, their gamification elements (design, context and game).
In the fifth chapter, we are going to report the results of each case study
comparing all of them with the help of an overall table. Then, we are going to
make our concluding remarks with the aim of giving a contribution to the recent
development of this trend whose journey is still very long.
Finally, we are going to explain an interesting idea to support the
recruitment process developed through gamification.
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Graph 1.1 – Evolution of the word gamification in time.

Looking at this graph, obtained from Google Trend, we can see the
evolution of the word gamification in time. In the horizontal axis, we find the years
from 2007 until now. In the vertical axis, we find the number of time the word has
been searched on Google, in percentage. So, what emerges from the graph is
that before 2009 (more or less) the word was unknown and then it developed and
became more popular among people.
Now, it is referred to as something cutting-edge; however, as we are going
to see later, the development of the concept and the associated word has not
been a piece of cake. The cause is that maybe the concept is not so easy to
understand.
First, it covers different fields of study, and understanding one
characteristic is not sufficient to know the numerous applications it can have.
Second, there is not an acknowledged and official definition, so the ideas behind
1
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gamification vary depending on the author in question. Finally, the different
applications it can have can create confusion among people.
To give a general introduction gamification is “the use of game design
elements in non-game contexts”2. If we simply consider the single words of this
formulation, the general feeling could be we understand the meaning, but what is
hard to realize is the translation in practice, which is not immediately effective.
What is really important to underline is that the concept is even more complex
when associated to the field of management of organizations, the area of study
of our research.
Now, we are going to explain the term in order to enter this amazing world
of gamification. In this chapter, we are going to analyze the importance of game
in everyday life, the origin and the definition of the term, and the different fields it
covers.

As we can see, the term gamification comes from the word “game”. If you
think about your entire life, games have been one of the first constructive
elements of growth.
Games have always existed, “from the first Olympics in ancient Greece to
“The Biggest Loser” television show to the latest Xbox offering, games have
always entertained and enthralled people”3.
They have been used since ancient civilizations. In fact, already in the
Enlightment Era there were toys made with wood or clay, representing people or
things in miniature. Animals play too: cats, for example, can spend hours playing
with a candy. So, the need for playing is innate in our nature.
Starting from the earlies years of life, children play: they are distracted and
stimulated by different objects. In the first years, children look for things to
discover and they are pushed by their instinct; growing they prefer toys that
stimulate their creativity and mind. The truth is that no one ever stop playing.
Adults for example participate in sport groups, buy video games consoles or go
to the bar to play cards. What joins these different kinds of game is fun.

2
3
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Today, the development of both games industry and the functions of
games themselves has led to the improvement of people’s abilities. If you go to
a toy store, for example, there are lot of constructive and educational toys, also
for new-born children. So, it is relevant to highlight the fact that play is part of
everyone’s life from childhood to late adulthood.
The increase in game industry has brought about the development of
game at extreme levels, and if we consider the numerous criticisms about, for
example, violent games, we know how games can influence people’s behaviors.
As we are going to understand, the mechanism behind gamification is exactly the
one of changing behaviors, and this is the reason why organizations are investing
in this kind of tool.

Considering what we said above, the noun gamification comes from game;
for this reason, we should make a few distinctions useful to clearly understand
the concept. First of all, we should give some definitions of game, toy and play.
Game is an activity engaged in for amusement; “games are characterized
by rules, and competition or strife toward specified, discrete outcomes or goals
by human participants”4. We consider it important to underline the fact that limiting
it to digital technology is not right. In fact, “game consists of one or more
interconnected challenges that player is trying to overcome, which emerge from
the player taking actions in pursuit of game goals, with rules and
objects/opponents that make the attainment of these goals difficult”5. Therefore,
the essence of game is that is it defined by rules and objects that make it
interesting for the player and that challenge him in trying to reach the goals.
Toy is an object for a child to play with. Without entering into details, we
can say that a toy can be thought of as an object needed to put a game into
practice, in some way. The aim of toys it “to help kids form a different perspective
about life and the society they live in”6.

4
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Play means “games and activities engaged in for enjoyment, especially for
children” and in this sense, the word seems to belong to the group of game.
Now we need to make some opportune comparisons. In particular, the goal
of every game or toy is not simply playing, but it is to develop people’s abilities
and capacities, improving their motivation.
Some authors believe that play, in the sense of playfulness, is far from
game. “This distinction between games and play is usually tied back to Caillois’
concept of paidia and ludus as two poles of play activities. Whereas paidia (or
playing) denotes a more freedom, expressive, improvisational, even “tumultuous”
recombination of behaviors and meanings, ludus (or gaming) captures playing
structured by rules and competitive strife toward goals”7. So, games are
characterized by rules and roles of actors who should perceive some goals, while
play is characterized by free play, with exploration.
What we can understand from these distinctions between game and toy,
and between game and play, is that games consider the achievement of a welldefined objective, and they include rules and a sort of challenge, independently
from the fact that you face yourself or other players. Considering these aspects
we could say that toys as objects cannot be considered game, while board games
or team play can.

The concept behind gamification is not new, but certainly the advent of the
word has been difficult. The term “gamification” was “coined in 2002 by British
consultant Nick Pelling, […] as a “deliberately ugly word” to describe “apply gamelike accelerated user interface design to make electronic transactions both
enjoyable and fast”8. Even if now it is describing something completely different,
the origin of the word dates back to more than ten years ago.
The second appearance of the word as “gameification” dates back to 2008,
in an article written by Brett Terril. He described the phenomenon saying: “the
basic idea is taking game mechanics and applying to other web properties to

S. DETERDING et al., From game design elements to gamefulness: defining “gamification”, Finland,
September 28-30 2011, p. 3
8
B. BURKE, op. cit., p. 5
7
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increase engagement”9. In this case, the word is slightly different, but the
meaning is similar because it concerns the engagement of people involved.
However, on the other hand, gamification is not only about web.
“The term reached the critical mass required to appear on Google Trends
in the second half of 2010”10 thanks to the social network Foursquare, which
developed highlighting this new concept of gamification as “the practice of using
game design elements to reward behavior in a non-game setting”11. “Foursquare
is an example of gamification because people “play” Foursquare in what are often
considered non-gaming contexts”12. In fact, this application enables people
travelling to register in particular locations and to acquire new points and rewards
thus creating a new community, which is motivated to increase their registrations.
“Foursquare is designed to “turn life into a game” by rewarding people with
mayor-ships and badges for going to physical locations. By rewarding people for
exploring new locations or returning to locations, Foursquare is designed to
influence individuals’ behaviors by adding digital gaming elements to physical
space”13.
In 2011, the term rapidly grew, becoming a buzzword 14. The change has
been radical. In fact, starting from 2002 when the word was considered really
ugly, it is now recognized by the majority of people. Of course, changing the term
for a concept that spent more than ten years to expand was not possible.
However, what is extraordinary is that it even became a positive trend because,
as Deterding said, “gamification signals a shift away from the outdated view that
pecuniary and instrumental motivation are the only ones worth talking about”.
Now, the word is recognized by many authors, who give different
interpretations and applications to it, related to the different fields in which it can
be developed.

9
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As we said above, gamification does not have a recognized definition.
Many authors explain the meaning in different ways.
If we simply write the word gamification on any research tool, the first
definition that appears is that “gamification is the use of game thinking and game
design elements in non-game contexts”15. This is the most used definition authors
exploit to introduce this new concept.
However, we would like to go deep in details to understand what stays
behind this word, and we present other definitions.
In Recruiter, we read that it “refers to the use of game theory, mechanics
and design in non-game situations and environment”16. In the magazine
Interaction, the author thinks that “gamification’s guiding idea is to use elements
of game design in non-game contexts, products and services to motivate desired
behaviors”17. Again, Gartner gives another explanation (the most appropriate and
complete in our opinion): gamification is “the use of game mechanics and
experience design to digitally engage and motivate people to achieve their
goals”18.
The first thing that we can notice from these definitions is that gamification
uses game elements. For game elements, we mean all the toolkits necessary for
building a game. Even if it is different from games, it exploits some mechanics
and concepts that are commonly used to make games. Burke says that “game
mechanics describes the key elements that are common to many games, such
as points, badges and leaderboards”.
As we explained above, games are distinct from play because of rules,
roles and challenges that characterize them. To use the tool of gamification we
do not have to necessarily create a game strictly speaking, but it is enough to use
the techniques, the mechanics and the mechanisms behind games. The aim of
game is to be enjoyable and to entertain people, while the paramount goal of
gamification is to change people’s behaviors.

15
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Ryan Beverly writes “Gamification is not about turning routine activities into
a game; but to redesign work processes with game mechanisms for a […]
enjoyable experience”19. So, what is important for companies to understand is
that using gamification is not as easy and immediate as it seems. While the
concept of gamification may be simple, effectively gamifying it is not. In fact, it is
not sufficient to create a game and incorporate or place it side by side with the
normal activities. As we are going to see later in the following chapters, it
represents a completely new way of working. Sue Weekes writes: “people rushed
in and thought it as about adding a game to the recruitment process, which wasn’t
quite right”20. In fact, without considering the particular field that this statement is
referring to, we cannot understand the importance of the mechanisms that should
be perfectly integrated with the internal routines. So, what authors underline is
that it is about changing the way in which the core activities of whatever context
operate.
The second common word is design and it refers to the fact that
gamification produces an experience faced by users to reach the expected goals.
The creation of this experience must be designed and planned to change
people’s behaviors.
We have to distinguish gamification from game design because the last
one refers to putting into practice an idea that “you think […] will be enjoyable for
you or others to play“21. The use of game design is due to the fact that, through
gamification, organizations want to achieve certain conducts or practices in a
pleasurable way, but it does not mean that gamification is used exclusively for
fun or entertainment. Therefore, gameful design is “the practice of crafting a
gameful experience”22 and for this reason, it can be considered a tool for
gamification. On the contrary, the goal of gamification is to change people’s
behaviors through fun to enable a natural change in people’s mindset.
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The third element is the context in which this trend with game
characteristics can be applied. The context is referred to as “non-game situation
or environment” and it means that organizations apply it only for second purposes
that, as said above, are far from entertainment.
“Gamification goes beyond a simple contest by adding themes, game
mechanics, and a range of other mechanisms to make games more exciting and
engaging”23. The background of gamification can be applied to the real business
or social world and it comprehends different areas of interest, which are, for
example, education, sustainability or health, just to mention some.
This element of gamification can be considered from two different points
of view. On the one hand, we have the non-game context, which refers to the
many fields where gamification can be applied. On the other hand, the context
refers also to the gaming environment where the player is immersed and can fulfil
game requirements.
As we are going to see in the next chapters, game elements, design and
context represent the three main elements characterizing all the gamified
experiences. In a nutshell, there is no gamification without these three
characteristics (figure 1.1).

Figure 1.1 – Gamification main elements.
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The aim of gamification is “to increase people’s engagement and to
promote certain behaviors”24. Therefore, the objective of this trend is to change
people’s behaviors, improving, for example, their respect for the environment,
their attention to personal health, their contribution to the organizational mission
and so forth (considering the different contexts).
Furthermore, gamification design refers to the process through which
organizations establish an objective, which could be employees’ engagement, as
well as increasing sales, and then they take advantage of some instruments that
enable the achievement of that goal in a funny manner. What emerges is that the
creation of the game is a mere way to apply gamification within organizations, but
games themselves are not the only one way to use this tool. Moreover, it is
sufficient to create a stimulating experience that can leverage on people’s
feelings to change their reactions. As we are going to see later, the starting
interest of people in gamification is not sufficient to maintain a good level of
involvement apt to change conducts.
Once we defined gamification, and before going into depth about its
characteristics, we would like to remind the reader about the idea behind this
trend. Of course, the goal is to change people’s way of carrying out any tasks,
but the way of doing it is through enjoyment.
In Germany, when you buy a beer and you give back the bottle, you
receive back part of the price you paid. This is a way to maintain cleaner cities,
but also to serve recycling. Therefore, we can say that “the word gamification is
new, but the principle is not”25. In fact, programs appropriate to encourage and
attract some behaviors is an old story. The reward management typical in HR, for
example, concerns “with the formulation and implementation of strategies that
aim to reward people fairly, equitably and consistently in accordance with their
value to the organization”26. So, the idea of rewarding people for their
performance is not new, and it was the engine that push employees acting for the
good of organizations until now. Rewards do not comprehend only monetary
24
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rewards, but also recognition of work well done. In fact, “rewards and recognition
are key strategies used by organizations to boost sales performance and hence,
generate increased revenue”27.

As we said above, gamification’s objective is to modify people’s behaviors.
The way through which these behaviors can be changed is motivation. In fact, as
we know, “gamification is an emerging technology that uses elements from digital
games to motivate people to act in a certain way in non-gaming environments”28.
The word motivation comes from the Latin motivus, which means “serving
to move”29. It represents what pushes people to act in a particular way. It
represents the final aim for people doing things, not only in gamification contexts,
but in general. For example, for an entrepreneur the goal is to gain profits, the
ways to reach this goal are different, like completing the work for the client, paying
the employees, improving the techniques, and so on. For a student, the objective
could be to get a steady job in a company to carry out a specific task. The ways
to reach it could be to graduate and pass the exams with good marks.
Certainly, the number of motivations can be infinite, but we must
distinguish between orientation and level of motivation. The first one “concerns
the underlying attitudes and goals that give rise to action – that is, it concerns the
why of actions”30. While the second one refers to the level of involvement of
people – it concerns how much they participate.
Another important distinction is between intrinsic motivation, which refers
to “doing something because it is inherently interesting or enjoyable”; and
extrinsic motivation, which refers to “doing something because it leads to a
separate outcome”. “Intrinsic motivation in games results when one is motivated

27
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to do something for its own satisfaction (e.g. for challenge). Extrinsic motivation
means that one is motivated to do something for its expected outcome (e.g.
rewards)”31. In the first case, people are moved by the fact that they want to do
something. In the second case, people are driven by the need to do something;
they are motivated by reasons that are outside enjoyment or engagement.
The most important effect we expect from gamification is the intrinsic
motivation. It can be explained with the concept of flow. “People in flow have a
feeling that they are being perfectly challenged and that time is flying, which
makes an activity intrinsically pleasurable”. It describes “the state in which people
are so involved in an activity that nothing else seems to matter; the experience
itself is so enjoyable that people will do it even at great costs, for the sheer sake
of doing it”32. Furthermore, gamification leverages exactly on these feelings of
immersion and concentration that people can reach through games. In this way,
the behaviors change “autonomously”, because people are doing something
else.
Even if there could be a general feeling that these two kinds of motivations
are opposite, we think that in gamification extrinsic motivation can be used to
leverage the intrinsic one. In fact, while dealing with game elements, people are
driven by the achievement of rewards or goals, but through the passing of time
the challenge with themselves can grow. In this case, the goal is not just to reach
a new level, but to win for personal satisfaction.
Furthermore, we should consider another element, which is “amotivation”.
It is “the state of lacking an intention to act”33; it could be due to the fact that
people do not feel competent in doing that particular thing. Certainly, this situation
should be avoided because one of the reasons why gamification is adopted is to
motivate people, and the lack of involvement could be translated in failure for
whatever game elements used to change behaviors. As we are going to see in
the next chapter, gamification can be a solution for a lower level of interest of
workers, but the complete absence of motivation could have deeper roots that
this trend could not be able to solve.
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Later, in the section dedicated to the fields of study, we are going to
illustrate many examples that clearly explain how people can be driven to reach
a defined goal.

“Gamification’s main goal is to rise the engagement of users by using
game-like techniques”34 and in fact, engagement is another important
characteristic of gamification and it must be distinguished from motivation. It
refers to someone’s interest or attention for something he belongs to. In this case,
we are speaking about people’s voluntary desire to participate in these games.
Engagement can be considered from different points of view. First, it
depends on the kind of people we would like to engage. To give some examples,
“marketers focus on customer engagement, employers focus on employee
engagement, educators focus on student engagement”35, and so on. Second,
engagement is not one-dimensional, it can be divided into two parts: emotional
and transactional engagement.
On the one hand, transactional engagement refers to the diligence, with
which people complete their tasks. It refers to the simple need to complete a
commitment. For instance, we can consider the situation in which employees
simply conclude their work, doing nothing more than what is required by
employers. It creates a sort of balance between the satisfaction of both parties
because the employer has received what he needs, while the employee receives
his wage.
On the other hand, emotional engagement refers to the personal desire of
people, to contribute to a particular project. Continuing with the examples in the
business field, we could say that an employee is emotionally engaged if he is
involved in the achievement of the organization’s mission and values36. We think
it is incidental to the personality and to the role people have. This second kind of
engagement is the one relevant in gamification, because it goes beyond the
mansions and the obligations.
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We can say that what distinguishes engagement from motivation is the
mood and involvement of doing things. While motivation is what pushes people
to do things, engagement is the involvement everyone personally uses to
complete the task. The employee does more than what is required because he
does not do it only for bonuses, rewards or challenge with himself, but also for
the satisfaction of contributing to the final mission.
In any case, engagement does not come by itself, the entity being gamified
needs to have intrinsic value. This value is essential for the designer: they have
to understand what the user wants to create an experience that engages him
while accomplishing another objective.

During the long development of the concept of gamification, the word
suffered numerous criticisms: the fact that the idea behind this trend was not new,
brought people to confuse it with other concepts, very close to this, but different.
We have to distinguish between gamification and serious games.
Considering that we defined the first above, “serious games are full games that
can be developed for educational purposes”37, and until this point, they can be
easily confused with gamification; but “the concept of serious games […] is more
tightly concerned with the use of games to achieve serious outcomes”38. What
emerges from these definitions is that these elements are one specific category
in which general games can be divided. These are essentially games that can be
used to reach another scope. However, what distinguishes gamification is not the
objective or the idea behind, which are similar. What makes it different is the fact
that gamification uses game elements and game design, but substantially it is not
a game. “While serious games have a specific rule set and are often wellbalanced based on experience and repeated application, gamification relies on a
very careful consideration of key elements with respect to the individual
applicant”39.
It is important to underline one aspect: the fact that gamification and
serious games are different does not mean that the last ones cannot be used by
37
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the first one. In fact, serious games can be considered gamification’s tool40. It
means that the application of digital games to achieve a particular objective can
be considered gamification, but it is just a part of the story and gamification can
have many different applications.
Below we report a clear figure (1.2) that distinguishes gamification from
similar concepts. Previously in the chapter, we reported the difference between
toy, playful design (or play), and serious games. The figure has two dimensions.
The horizontal one represents the distinction between whole and parts of the
game. In fact, as we know gamification is distinct from game (or serious game)
because it just uses some element of game design, but it is not necessarily a
game or a unitary element.

Figure 1.2 – Gamification between game and play, whole and parts.

“Gamification’s tool, commonly known as “serious games”, has the potential to unearth the on-the-job
performance”. Gamification in Recruiting, by Recruiterbox. Available at
http://recruiterbox.com/blog/gamification-in-recruiting/ Accessed 15 April 2015
40
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The vertical dimension distinguishes between play and game intended in
the experience perceived by the player. The experience can refer to a simple
situation of play without rules, or in a structured system (and as we know,
“gamification is the use of design elements characteristic for games in non-game
contexts”)41. The reason why serious games and gamification stay on the side of
gaming is that they have not been created only for entertainment, but to drive
certain conducts.
Therefore, gamification stays in the upper right quadrant of the figure
because it is a complex system composed by different parts, but the goal it has
is different from the one of giving an enjoyable experience to the user.

Before giving some examples about what gamification is, we should divide
it in different groups. In fact gamification can be internal, external or behavioral.
The first two refers to the application of gamification within companies in the
business field, the last one refers to the use in a social environment.
The internal gamification is used by companies to improve their
“productivity within the organization in order to foster innovation, enhance
camaraderie or otherwise derive positive business results through their own
employees”42. It can also be called enterprise gamification, but it does not mean
that it can be used only by big companies or organizations, also small ones or
startups can apply game-design techniques to enhance productivity.
The external gamification involves customers. The objective of companies
using this kind of gamification is marketing, and the aim of organizations is to
strengthen the relationship between customers and business through
engagement.
The behavioral gamification “seeks to form beneficial new habits among a
population”. It comprehends all the other kind of examples we are going to see in
the next section, which have the aim of helping people in taking healthier life
choices rather than improving students’ understanding abilities.
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As written above, the phenomenon of gamification can be applied in
different areas of interest43. The disciplines that involve this phenomenon to
promote particular behaviors are infinite. It is not easy to cover all the fields in
which this trend can be used. So, we decided to report some examples that give
a perfectly clear idea about it.

In this case, we are referring to a particular context in which health is the
center of attention. What is important is that the game mechanics must be
present. An instance can be NikeFuel: it is a sort of bracelet that measures the
movement people do during the day. In the Nike website it is defined as “a simple
universal way to measure how much you move, providing you with insight,
motivation and opportunities to become a better athlete”44. Without entering too
much in detail, it helps people measure the energy spent during the day for
moving around; but the most important thing is that people are connected with
friends and that there is a sort of competition between members of this
community. So users are motivated to get active staying in comparison with other
people. Here the digital device to motivate people is the bracelet.

For this element, we can report a particular example of the speed camera
lottery. It is a camera put along the side of a road to motivate people to drive
safely and responsibly. The game mechanic lies in the fact that people who
respect limits can be rewarded with the money of transgressive people, who do
not respect limits45.
Another example concerns the safety belts. To force children to belt up, on
the back of the front seat there is a sort of television that can be used only if belts
are fastened.
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Here we are referring to studies conducted by scientists. An example can
be “Foldit”46 which is a game helping research. Without entering too much in
details, the game helps create new ways to fold proteins. Proteins are involved in
lots of disease, and finding new ways to understand how to design it could help
solve them. Scientists have been working for four years and are improving the
game mechanics to reach even more results. The game is full of rewards and
motivations to encourage people to participate and try to design these new
proteins.

In this field, we report the example of the Hospital for Sick Children of
Toronto. This is an hospital that takes care of kids affected by cancer. The
doctors’ aim is to find the “best therapies while minimizing the pain”. To reach this
information, doctors need to understand the feelings of each child, but it is not
easy to communicate with children to know their level of pain. So, in collaboration
with a communication agency, they made “Pain Squad”, “an iPhone app,
designed to collect daily information about children’s pain level” 47. The app
involves kids in a game as police members that fight to defeat pain. In this way,
doctors can collect data about their therapies.

There are different case studies that see the application of gamification in
the educational process for students. In fact, it “may contribute to increase the
motivation of students to use tools for optimizing their personal learning
environment (PLE) and knowledge about their own learning behavior in the
future”48.
An example is the study managed with the use of Live-Interest-Meter
(LIM), an application that “allows capturing, sharing and visualizing several types
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of feedback with the aim of improving the learning experience during and after
lectures”. What has emerged is that gamification, with contribution of fun inside
the application, increases the learning capabilities of students that with the help
of enjoyable experiences can memorize more information.

Within organizations, gamification is extensively applied. The units that
draw upon the game mechanisms to increase people’s engagement and
motivation are various. “Gamification can help make the workplace more
engaging and productive because it changes the rules of engagement and
inspires employees to change behaviors as a result49 and it “can achieve multiple
objectives for businesses, including employee satisfaction, an increase in
innovation, skills development and changing behaviors”50. So, what is relevant
here is the motivation of employees, who are driven to pursue organizational
values and goals.
Within companies, gamification can be applied in different departments
and in numerous activities. For example, it can be used in the marketing
department to motivate people to work well and looking for new ways of
advertising; it can belong to the research and development area in which people
could be involved in innovation processes; and we can also find it within finance
area and within the human resource management.

The field in which we are going to study gamification is Human Resource
Management. Many companies are using game mechanics in the management
of employees, but the theory has fallen behind. The fact that this phenomenon
has spent more than ten years to develop and to be accepted has been very
damaging, but what we are sure about is that “we can gamify many areas of HR,
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from talent sourcing through to performance management”51. So, the aim of our
study is to understand how gamification can be applied in practice to HR areas.
First of all, we would like to remind people what human resource
management is. It refers to “the policies, practices and systems that influence
employees’ behavior, attitudes and performance”52. We can say that human
resource management supports all the other areas within an organization. To give
an example, business strategy is a completely different field, but HR
professionals have to understand organizational perspective and strategy to hire
the appropriate employees. In the same way, they have to follow the innovation
process to be ready to increase employees’ capabilities through training.
Once we analyzed all the different definitions of gamification given by
authors, we think it is important to give our interpretation correlated to this area
of interest. We could say that gamification, in the field of human resource
management, is the application of game mechanics in the relationships that the
organization faces with employees. Its aim is to change their behaviors, to
motivate them to achieve and align their goals with mission and values of the
organization. “We define gamification as an employer-imposed game in a work
environment where the goals of the game are designed to reinforce the goals and
purpose of the employer”53.
Within the broad setting of HR, the fields it covers are various: placement,
selection, training, performance management and so on. The main activity we
would like to quote is recruitment.
Recruitment refers to “any practice or activity carried on by the
organization with the primary purpose of identifying and attracting potential
employees”54, so it comprehends all the techniques to make the organization
suitable and appealing for skilled workers. Even if selection in HR is strictly
different because it is a process through which the organization decides among
numerous candidates to look for the more capable employees, we refer to
recruitment in HR as the whole activity of attracting and selecting the right people
for the right place.
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Of course, there are other areas of interest, but what we would like to do
is to understand if gamification techniques have been applied in this section of
HRM.

In the next chapter, we are going to analyze the elements of gamification
in terms of mechanics, components, dynamics and aesthetics; the functions of
gamification; some benefits and negative effects organizations can face while
using gamification; and finally the process of planning gamification.
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SECOND CHAPTER

Considering the fact that we are studying gamification in the field of human
resource management, we can say that “gamification represents a management
practice similar to other managerial initiatives designed to make the experience
of work more positive”55. The goal of organizations is to change employees’
behaviors at work, to motivate them improving their abilities and to make work
more interesting.
The more the employees work with pleasure and stimuli, the more the
organizations can grow, innovate and become more successful.
In this chapter, we are going to analyze the concept of fun, the gamification
elements, the benefits and the negative effects that organizations can face while
using gamification and finally the basic steps through which companies can
create a successful gamified experience.

Fun must be analyzed separately because its role is not clear in the
phenomenon of gamification. It is a very controversial element in gamification
because some authors directly speak about it while explaining the phenomenon,
while for others it is not comprehended. The main reason is that, as we specified
in the first chapter, gamification is not made to entertain.
However, we think that fun can be considered one of those things that help
gamification’s effects rise. In fact, it helps motivate people to continue doing
something good. Of course, we should make considerations.
On the one hand, we have authors like Burke who writes in a subtitle of his
book that “gamification is not about fun”56, because he believes that the mere
application of game elements in working activities cannot make the tasks
enjoyable. For this aspect, we could partially agree with him. However, the range
covered by gamification is extremely vast and, for this reason, we can say that in
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the other fields, different from the one of business, fun is a fundamental element
pushing people to do things in a better way. He moved the classical critics to
gamification: it is not possible to make work fun.
On the other hand, we would like to underline that the idea of letting fun
being part of gamification is accepted by most authors, also in the area of
business. For example, Graham thinks that “gamification works best when it is
fun”57. He believes that it is heavily connected with the blueprint of Foursquare
(because it is one of the first creations of gamified experience), but it should
“embrace the fun”.
Mollick and Rothbard developed the paradox of the role of ‘mandatory fun’.
This paradox says that gamification can be applied in organizational contexts,
and that it is successful only if game mechanics and elements used are able to
make work fun. First, with this concept they implicitly underline the necessary role
of enjoyment in gamification. Second, they think that it is even mandatory58.
However, what is relevant here is the fact that fun is the trigger that helps people’s
consent. Maybe, this element is even more important than fun, because positive
inclination of people towards things, enables a facilitated achievement of
objectives.
There are various examples that demonstrate the fact that fun is filled with
gamification. Wood and Rothbard say that “game mechanisms in a gamified
system merely exist to ensure a strong sense of fun, passion and play that is
embedded within the system”59. Therefore, he directly admits that enjoyment is
intrinsic in our trend.
Following this perspective, we think that the fun theory could be considered
a clear example of gamification60. Even if this fun theory is just applied in contexts
that do not belong to the business one, it helps understand the phenomenon. It
is an amazing initiative that has been developed by the German automotive
company, Wolkswagen, with the goal of changing people’s behaviors through
fun. The car manufacturer added a twist, challenging people to find new ways to
improve good behaviors. This is the reason why we can consider it belonging to
gamification.
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One clear example of this could be the special bin in the park which
intrigued people, pushing them to throw rubbish inside. The bin has been
modified with a particular device that makes a sound when rubbish is thrown
away. The sound reminds us of the one that you can here when launching
something in a very deep hole. Every time you throw away rubbish into the bin
you can hear that noise. This technique increased the number of people
maintaining the park cleaner than ever61.
This example perfectly explains the idea behind gamification: when people
are in front of rules, they tend not to respect them, but when there is a challenge
or something attractive and funny, people are encouraged and naturally pushed
to follow some behaviors. In this case, people changed their habits and
unconsciously helped the environment.
Gamification guru, Yu-kai Chou defines gamification as “the craft of
deriving all the fun and addicting elements found in games and applying them to
real-world or productive activities”62. Therefore, to conclude we cannot say that
fun is not part of gamification, because it represents one of the essential
ingredients that drive the benefits of the process.

As we are going to understand, gamification is an integrated system
composed of different elements.
The MDA framework is one of the ingredients of gamification. It is based
on game design, but it is perfectly complied to the gamified experience. The
acronym stands for mechanics, dynamics and aesthetics, which are the
characteristic elements of gamification that game designers adopt to create the
experience. Now, we are going to analyze all these pieces.
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“Mechanics (…) describes the particular components of the game”63 and
they “are the basic processes that drive the action forward and generate player
engagement”64; they represent “the decisions that designers make to specify the
goals, the rules, the setting, the context, the types of interactions, and the
boundaries of the situation to be gamified”65.
Robson et al. identified three different kinds of mechanics important not
only for games, but also for gamified experiences.
The first type are setup mechanics and they represent all “considerations
that shape the environment of the experience, including the setting, what objects
are needed and how the objects are to be distributed among players”. This kind
of mechanics comprehends the designer’s decisions about who are the other
players, what are the spatial limits of the game (the setting of the virtual game)
and the temporal dimension.
The second kind is rule mechanics and shapes the objective of the
gamified experience, the aim that must be pursued and the possible actions
permitted or limited for the user. It includes all the rules to pass to the next level,
the goal of the missions, and so on.
The last kind is progression mechanics, which means the level of
progression the player is at. The progress can be underlined by real rewards like
points or leaderboards and it is important because they are a good feedback
about player’s success.
The mechanics establishes the conditions of the game about the
participants identity, the relationship between them, the level they are, and when
and where the experience takes place.
Some mechanics of gamification have been identified by Wood and
Reiners and they comprehend:
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-

the feedback from badges or leaderboards;

-

the ownership of the resources and the transaction between user to
exchange these resources;

-

the progression in the storyline which is very important to go with the
users during the game;

-

and finally the stochastic elements that give a sense of uncertainty and
fun combined with risk.

Dynamics are the set of player’s behaviors that occur during the gamified
experience. They can vary considering the way the user thinks and behaves
taking into account the mechanics chosen by the designers. These dynamics are
very important because they are the unpredictable element in games. This part
is the hardest to manage because the designer cannot control it. The gamification
dynamics are produced by how players follow the mechanics given by the
designer.
Dynamics are all the behaviors that come from the relationship and the
confrontation of player and mechanics.

Components are specific forms of mechanics and dynamics and can be
divided in PBL triad and other components. “The selection of components is
related to the intention and purpose of the system, the target user group and
involved tools. However, the intelligent use of these components to successfully
meet the designer requirements is more challenging and requires careful
thought”66.
Part of components is the PBL triad. The acronym stays for points, badges
and leaderboards and it has been introduced by Werbach and Hunter. The
authors write that these components are so common that most of the time people
confuse them with the same gamification. However, as we know the trend goes
beyond the idea of rewards. So, we can say that these PBLs are not gamification,
but can represent a good point to start from.
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Points are the first element of the PBL triad and are used in games to
measure a tally of success. They encourage people to do things in order to
increase the amount of points. They measure the count of success and “the
assumption is that people will buy more widgets or will work harder in exchange
of points”67. The authors identified six different kinds of points:


points that effectively keep score: they tell the player how well he or
she is doing;



points that may determine the win state of gamified process to create
a win condition;



points that create a connection between progression in the game and
extrinsic rewards;



points that provide feedback telling the user that he is doing well and
that he is progressing in the game;



points that can be an external display of progress also for others;



points that provide data for the game designer.

The second element of the PBL triad are badges and they represent
success and pre-defined achievements within the gamified process. They have
five motivational characteristics because: they provide an objective the user
struggles for; they represent a guidance as to what is possible to do within the
system; they represent what the user cares about and what he or she has
performed; they represent the personal journey of the user through the system;
and finally, they let players feel part of a group in which the other opponents have
similar badges.
“The possible badges are generally known in advance to motivate the user
to achieve personal goals without direct competition”68 and the most important
characteristic of badges is their flexibility because they can be limited just by the
imagination of the gamification designer.
Leaderboards are the final element of the PBL triad and they represent the
progression of the users compared with the other opponents. They represent a
controversial element because, on the one hand, players want to know their level
compared with the one of their opponents, and it can be motivating for them; on
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the other hand, it can be demotivating because if you understand that you are far
from the top players, it could discourage you from trying again.
Other components identified and out of the PBL triad are the following:


Achievements, which are the objectives the player should reach, as

for example, the realization of a product, the accumulation of resources
and so on;


Avatars, which are the graphical representation of the user, a sort

of alter ego;


Boss fights, combat or similar situations, which are the hardest

challenge at the end of the level;


Collection of badges or points at a certain moment of the game;



Levels, which are the steps the user must follow to progress within

the game to reach the final aim;


Quests, which are a kind of challenge the user moves through to

achieve a defined objective, with the intention of being rewarded.
Quests

are

defined

by

objectives

that

should

be

precise,

comprehensible and concise.
These are just some of the multiple components a game, or a gamified
experience can have.

The last leg of the MDA framework is aesthetics. As we know, “a game’s
mechanics – the rules specifying possible player actions – together form a system
that players interact with, giving rise to interactional dynamics, which in turn give
rise to experiential aesthetics”69. Aesthetics “describes the desirable emotional
responses evoked in the player, when the player interacts with the game
system”70. By the fact that these experiences are game specific, Robson et al.
think that it would be better to identify aesthetics with emotions. They redefine the
system in the context of gamification calling it MDE (mechanics, dynamics and
emotions) framework. They think that it can create a better link “to the
engagement outcomes that businesses can attain from employees to
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customers”71. They describe these emotions as “mental affective states and
reactions evoked among individual players when they participate in a gamified
experience”. These emotions should be fun oriented and appealing generating
different feelings as excitement, amusement, surprise, and personal triumph over
adversity.

Figure 2.1 – MDE framework of gamification elements.

We can say that the gamified experience is realized thanks to the
relationship among all these three elements, which complete the MDE
framework. As we can see from figure 2.1, mechanics, dynamics and emotions
are inter-correlated entities that collaborate together to the realization of the
gamified experience.

The last important element in gamification is the intention. For intention we
mean the interest of the gamification designers to create a gamified experience
with a well-established goal. We are not referring to the general aim of
gamification of changing behaviors, but we are referring to the last purpose of the
whole system, the reason an organization should spend resources to encourage
specific actions. The intention is essential to have clear in mind the best and
easiest way to reach the objective.
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Figure 2.2 – Gamification is successful if the key elements join and run in unity in of the user.

Gamification could be described as a system that must balance different
elements. It could be thought of as a gear in which mechanics, dynamics,
emotions and intention work together to achieve a specific goal (figure 2.2).
An important role is fulfilled by the user, who should interact with the whole
system of gamification. Without its intervention, each use of game elements will
be vane. As we can see from the figure, the user is the engine which moves
everything. In fact, even if the system is perfectly integrated and can work
properly, without the participation of the user everything would be useless.
Without interest from the player, there is no gamification because the behavior
could never be changed.
Another important element is the fact that the use of gamification should
be attractive for the user. This does not mean that designers of gamified system
must include all these elements together, but they must select and create a good
balance and integration of pieces to generate an appealing gamified experience
for the user and to motivate him to participate.

Gamification can be used for numerous purposes and in various fields.
Being an innovative way that supports organizations’ activities, what we would
like to do is to understand the multiple use it can have. There is not a ranking of
the various functions, and explaining all the possibilities would be impossible.
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Therefore, we selected the most important functions, to understand the meaning
of the process and to introduce the use it has in HR.
The functions we are referring to are different from the major aim of
gamification, which is, as reported in the first chapter, changing people’s
behaviors. Here, we are speaking about the purpose that pushes the
organizations to adopt gamification techniques. The functions selected are
explained through an accurate and adapted example.
To drive innovation
Gamification can drive innovation. The innovation process goes through
different phases and is supported by the research and development department.
Under pressure, it is not easy to bring out new ideas, but gamification, through its
own characteristics of enjoyment and fun, can facilitate the first phases. Some
new gamified experiences can make it less difficult to collaborate with colleagues
finding new ideas.
An example of gamification for innovation is Lego Serious Play, which is
“one concrete method to foster creative and intuitive thought and reflection of
groups which face ideation challenges in the first stages of innovation”72. The
meeting will never be boring because members of the group are challenged to
represent the new ideas with the special bricks provided by the LEGO Company.
“Lego Serious Play is a radical, innovative, experiential process designed to
enhance business performance. It is based on the belief that everyone can
contribute to the discussion, the decisions and the outcome”73. The power of
these tools is that with the metaphors created, unexpected processes come to
life that you were not aware of. It projects an image of innovation that favors
collaboration among members and the emergence of new creations.
To solve problems
Gamification can be exploited for problem solving. The number of
problems that can arise within organizations cannot be counted, and of course,
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gamification is not the solution for everything. However, “restructuring a problem
into an interactive game can entice individuals to lend their time to solving it” 74.
An example can be Asteroid Zoo, which is a game coming from the
collaboration between Planetary Resources, an asteroid mining company and
Zooniverse, a platform in which volunteers can contribute to discoveries about
astronomy or zoology. The game is a fun experience for players who are
interested in these themes and it enables asteroids detections. The participation
is open: you can be a student, a citizen scientist or a space enthusiastic75; during
the game, participants can look at little dots moving, which correspond to the
images provided by Catalina Sky Survey (CSS), a site founded by NASA to find
asteroids76, and classify them in asteroids or other “artifacts”. Even if for players
it can be a banal game, the consequences and the help they can give with their
contribution can have great importance for the world.
To increase customer engagement
Increasing customer engagement is essential to develop the image of a
brand. Nowadays, people have become even more social and technological, and
they spend most of the time dealing with digital devices. The best way to build a
solid loyalty by customers is to engage them appropriately, exploiting gamification
tools.
An example can be My Starbucks Reward, which is an application
provided by Starbucks that helps customer loyalty. Customers can earn stars
every time they buy something. For each scan they receive stars that can help
earning reduction of prices or gift, for example for birthday77. This strategy is
useful because “the mobile app generates over 6 million transactions a week and
accounts for 15% of US sales for the franchise”78. Indeed, it means that this tool
increased sales and engagement of customers as hoped.
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To increase the perceived value of the company
Changing people’s behavior through games can also favor the perceived
worth of a company in the customers’ eyes, but also in economic terms. In fact,
this tool “can be employed to get more attention or attract increasing numbers of
users, which in turn increases the perceived valuation of many Internet
companies”79.
For example, the fact that the social network Facebook has introduced
games like Farmville or Angry Birds is not for the mere purpose of entertaining
people; the final goal of Facebook was to attract as many players as possible, in
this way, the more time they spend on the social network, the more the site is
worth for advertisers.
To help employees avoid mistakes
Gamification can guide employees to success helping them to collaborate
in avoiding the repetition of the same mistakes. An example can be F12, a
learning platform adopted at DirecTV. The company was composed by
employees scared of failing and it made them risk averse. The aversion to risks
can stop innovation and the development of the whole organization. Therefore,
the satellite television company developed this tool to increase the confidence of
its employees. “Players are guided from the basic level of passive learning
through an active level of sharing lessons learned, to ultimately demonstrating
the change”80. Workers can learn how to avoid the mistakes and can support
each other to increase their performances.
To increase employees’ productivity
The application of gamification at work is extremely useful to increase
workers’ productivity and it can be obtained by making jobs less tedious. In fact,
creating new games to redesign the activities within organizations can make the
tasks more fun and enjoyable. The aim is to increase the engagement of workers
while they are fulfilling their mansions, making games as involving as possible to
lend the feeling of flow to the employees81.
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Increasing the involvement of workers is not an end in itself. It is well
known that the more the employees are involved, the more they are motivated to
work well, efficiently and with attention. If engagement is high they are more
creative and prone to act for the best of the company. Indeed, companies use
gamification to increase workers’ performance.
It has been studied that “gamification can increase employee engagement
by 50% or more”82. There is a scientific reason why games can help engagement,
because “each time a person achieves a goal or point, the hormone in the brain
called dopamine is released”83.
To encourage collaborative work
Another function could be to encourage collaborative work. Even if,
thinking about the use of game elements, people could believe that gamification
is an individual tool, it can be exploited to naturally involve people in collaboration.
First of all, there are some games that consider the achievement of defined goals
only through the help of other people. This increases the collaborative skills of
employees. In the same way, there are other tools that comprehend the
participation of more than one person.
In this case, we would like to recall the DuePropos case. It is an application
for companies that fosters teamwork and competition. It helps organizations
recognize the commitments and efforts of employees in achieving objectives
together84.
To train workers
Gamification is useful for learning and training. As we know, when a new
employee enters an organization, he can have the best qualities and
competences for the job, but must learn how to deal with the company. In fact,
each firm has different ways of doing business even in the same sector. It means
that employers have to explain how to do tasks: it is part of the learning process
that workers should follow in the first months. Once the employees acquired the
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competences, the duty of the employer is not finished, he has to enable training
and upgrade to follow the innovation process.
Gamification is used for learning for example in the universities, by
professors who teach through digital devices to increase students’ attention and
memory. Some studies demonstrated that “game facilitated students learning”
because it “encouraged synthesis of material from a variety of in-game and
external material sources (class content, text book and academic readings) which
had to be used to be able to apply theory to practice”85.
Also companies use gamification for training and an example could be the
Future Force which is a game structured for the military force, that teaches how
to deal with the military strategy considering the resources you have 86. Of course,
playing a game is not like being in the real world, especially in the case of war.
However, gamification can help employees to improve their abilities and
potentialities while solving business tasks.
To recruit new talents
Another important function, which is what we are going to analyze in depth
in our work is recruitment. In fact, gamification can help recruitment management.
It does not mean that the traditional tools are not sufficient, but it makes the
process more precise and fun. The most important thing is that it enables
organizations to understand candidate’s capabilities and characteristics rapidly,
to select the right employee for the right position. Even if we are going to analyze
the recruitment process in detail the third chapter, here we bring an example.
The application of Wasabi Waiter has been created by the group of Knack,
“a new company in Silicon Valley which is changing the way that employers are
looking at potential talent”87. It helps match the right people with the right jobs.
The game we are referring to, has an avatar that has to “provide menus, clean
dishes, deliver food, and perform a series of tasks to keep the patrons happy and
the food coming out”. The key is that these kinds of games are even more useful
and effective than common recruitment methods to understand the qualities and
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characteristics of candidates. Following particular parameters identified with the
company, hiring managers are able to know possible workers’ capabilities and
limits in less time.
As we are going to see in the fourth chapter, Wasabi Waiter is an example
of gamified solutions for recruitment, which is able to identify candidates’
characteristics, abilities, capabilities and social and emotional intelligence only
playing the game.

The most important benefit of gamification is that it enables organizations
to change people’s behaviors without them being aware of the change. We do
not mean it is a way to cheat employees in organizations forcing them to do
something they do not want to do, but it is a way to encourage certain actions,
that normally could result boring.
“People could be working while they play a video game – in some
instances without even knowing that they are working” 88. This is the idea that is
behind gamification: through the concept of flow, people are engaged at a certain
level that enables them to act because what they are doing is pleasurable.
One of the best benefits is that it creates optimism among players. It
“enables the experiencing a sense of achievement or give hope of experiencing
success; providing positive emotions gamification may break up existing habits,
update them with new behaviors and support the stabilization of new behaviors
by continuously setting appropriate stimuli”89. Definitely, gamification can
maintain a higher morale among individuals. The fun itself, inherent in
gamification, increases people’s engagement and together with it, the mood. In
fact, “seeing your name at the top of any leaderboard is a big self-esteem boost.
By offering employees the chance to be winners in their offices, you’re keeping
them happy and motivated. The morale boost should work for both top and
bottom employees”90.
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Connected with the morale and the positive inclination of workers is the
idea of reinforcement. It refers to the fact that “employees do not want to be told
what they have done wrong. They want to be encouraged when they engage in
behaviors that benefit their companies and themselves” 91. In this sense,
gamification tools can help acknowledgements and can correct wrong habits with
discretion.
This process can also increase user satisfaction through feedback. As we
know, feedback refers to the response employees receive considering their
activities, if they are carrying out their tasks properly, if they are reaching the
goals, if the level of quality of the output realized is coherent with the boss
expectations. In the same way, “one of the features video games, board games,
and other types of games have over traditional learning environments is the
frequency and intensity of feedback”92. Even if for games it has the primary
purpose to let the player visualize his progress, the idea is that it “is designed to
evoke the correct behavior, thoughts or actions”.
Finally, gamification can facilitate social interaction through the
collaboration among people. Employees can feel they are part of a community
and it benefits the relationships within the organization itself. For example, the
company NTT Data, developed a social collaboration platform called Socially to
enable the collaboration among all the employees scattered around the world.
The platform unfortunately was exploited only by few employees. Indeed, the
manager of the company decided to apply some game components giving Karma
Points to participants. This method increased the number of users93.

Gamification can have negative aspects, which go from the failing use of
the tool, to the damages it can cause to people or to organizations. In fact,
gamification can be done well or poorly, and when it is done in the wrong way, it
provokes improper effects.
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First, “if used in a careless or negligent way, gamification could potentially
cause psychological damage”94. The history shows cases in which organizations
exploited games and other tools to let people work without knowing it. It is a
problem, because workers must know exactly what they are doing even while
playing. You cannot transform a game in a way to do bad actions for people. It
could also cause legal problems to the companies applying these methods, if the
conditions and the consequences of actions are not clear. In the same way, even
if organizations obtain good results through the help of people using these tools,
users must know that their actions have consequences (even if positive).
Second, it is difficult to maintain the initial interest people have in
gamification experiments. It can be considered a short-term concept95. All games
have an end-point and duty of the organization is to keep it working in the long
term, to avoid that its benefits are not achieved. If we think, for example, about
the case of piano stairs, it is impossible to maintain the long-term engagement.
In fact, when you work in that city where the metro has the piano keys instead of
the stairs, the interest of people could be for the first time they pass through that
exit, but over time the effects of surprise and enjoyment will pass and people will
continue using escalators.
The same effects can happen in the gamified experience within the
organizations: the level of engagement in people must be kept high to reach the
goals. It is not sufficient for example, that the user plays one time, but the tool
must be developed in a way that enable them to look for new levels, new
experiences and so on. This is the reason why gamification applies also games
as a tool, because they are well developed and structured and they help increase
or at least maintain a high level of motivation to continue playing. It is essential
that the gamified experience provides “some real world incentive for activity and
progress”96.
Third, the motivation of people must follow the right perspective. The too
high competition among employees, for example, might not be healthy for the
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company. This is the reason why, most of the time, gamified tools consider levels
or reward that can be achieved only through the collaboration among members
of a group.
Fourth, gamification can decrease the motivation and engagement of
workers if used in the wrong way. We report the case of Disneyland workers in
Anheim. In the hotel, the organization installed “big flat-screen monitor hang(ing)
from the walls in rooms where uniformed crew do laundry”97 to control their work.
The fact that the hotel controls the work of their employees is common and right
in each organization, otherwise the risk without control is that people tend to be
superficial and less precise. The problem is that this application of gamification
brought a bad competition among workers. They felt controlled and under
pressure more than necessary.
During the work shift, the employees needed to check in with their ID to
register their presence at work, but this enabled the system to monitor their pace
in solving their tasks, monitoring their efficiency. The monitor showed
scoreboards about the speed people spend at loading pillow cases, sheets and
other things in the laundry machine. The scoreboard considered the percentage
of pace and compared it with the one of the other colleagues. At the same time,
it said the percentage they were working that day compared with the average
value they usually had (for example they were working only at the 37% of the
expected production). Workers called it “electronic whip” because it made them
highly under pressure.
The problem here is not in the monitoring idea itself, but in the negative
effects that this method brought. “It also seems to have the effect of embarrassing
and singling out persons who may be disabled, pregnant or further along in age.
This could lead to a hostile work environment, which would violate antidiscrimination laws”98.
Fifth, gamification is used to solve the problem of disengaged employees,
but the truth is that, before solving the problem in the short-term, it should be
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understood if there are other causes of disengagement that make workers not
interested in facing their tasks with enthusiasm99.
Finally, gamification tools could be considered disrespectful for employees
because they could think that organizations consider them as players rather than
as individuals and it can generate an ethical problem and discontent among
workers.

Gamification is a goal-oriented process that developed slowly, but that
raised enthusiasm among companies. It is important to say that gamification is
not the solution for all the problems a company can face. The reason why the
application of gamified solutions can fail are various.
First of all, “companies that see the success of Foursquare or Farmville
and just try to copy what they see, without understanding the stakeholders and
their needs, are destined to fail”100. As we are going to see later in the chapter, to
achieve the benefits of this trend organizations must follow some steps to pursue
the right objectives. In particular, they do not simply have to add the gamified
techniques or mechanics to the existing activities. Organizations have to
understand that the mere application of game elements to processes or activities
without a criterion could land to failure. It is not sufficient to add it to the existing
way of doing business, but the entire process must be re-organized and reprogrammed to reach the true potential of the games.
Second, the rules of the gamified experience can be poorly designed. It
means that if rules are not clear, the entire correlated activities are not
understandable by the users, who do not know how to proceed and what they
should do.
Third, underwhelming rewards can decrease interests of players to
continuing the experience. If I do not have anything that pushes me to continue
playing, no rewards, no interest, I am in the case of amotivation and there is
nothing that can force me to continue. The problem is that the effects of
gamification are not immediate, they come from the continuing process. So,
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organizations must avoid the lack of something that pay back the players,
because even if the flow and the high level of engagement are very powerful, they
are not sufficient by themselves.
An example of failed gamification that comprehends both the causes of
failure reported above is the case of Zappos, a shoe retailer. “VIP members could
earn badges based on their activity, such as writing review and shopping”101, but
these badges and points were useless. Clients got confused and they did not
understand the functions of this game. This is an example of gamification for the
sake of gamification, in which the promoter did not understand the meaning of
the trend, and the potentials it could have. The risk of a bad planning of
gamification is that organizations invest elevated resources to produce a system
that could be useless or that could create negative effects on the employees. This
is the reason why the process of design must follow precise steps.
Finally, gamification may not be the right answer to the problem the
company is facing. “Before implementing a gamified system, think about why
gamification can work for your organization. If it’s difficult to come up with a solid
answer, it may be best to go in a different direction. Gamifying for the sake of
gamifying is a good way to waste a lot of time, effort and money” 102.

Gamification has specific steps that should be completed to come into
practice. It is essential that the process follows the right order, otherwise the
achievement of the specific objective could lead to failure.
Before considering the phases in which the process of planning is divided,
we must take some conditions. As said above, the organization have to
understand that gamification is a tool able to help the ordinary activities, but this
instrument must be appropriately integrated with the system. The company
cannot simply add the game or the other tool to the routine activities, it needs to
change the way of doing those activities. The second condition is that
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gamification mechanics and tools must be understood by the organization. It is of
paramount importance that the company knows the devices to design the perfect
engine to achieve the chosen purpose.
As for everything about business, there is not a right recipe for success; in
the same way, a universal method to apply gamification and to be successful
reaching the goal does not exist. Now, we are going to present the phases we
consider important to design and exploit the trend of gamification in the best way.
First, the organization should define the business outcome and success
metrics103. In fact, the organization must understand that gamification is a goaloriented process and, for this reason, it needs to be clear about what it would like
to change or to improve through it. It is important to notice that this tool is not able
to solve all the problems within an organizations, so the aim has to be precise.
The second step is to define the target audience. It means to identify who
is affected by the trend. It could affect the customers, the students, the employees
and so on. If we are referring to the organizations, it is essential to state what kind
of employees, what are the tasks they carry out, what aspects of their activities
or abilities must be implemented104.
The third step is to define the player goals. Indeed, the gamified
experience must have a precise aim the users need to deal with. It is important
not only because the player could feel confused about the objective of the
experience, but especially because it is essential to drive the players’ goals so
that they coincide with the business objectives. As we can see from figure 2.3,
player goals and business outcomes have to find a sort of break even point
between what organizations need and what players are looking for.

Figure 2.3 – Gamification must balance player’s goals and business outcome to share the
same objectives.
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The fourth step is to determine the player engagement model. Here it
should be decided how the player interacts with the gamified solution. The
parameters to be considered are different.
We have the balance between collaboration and competition because little
competition is innate in game elements, but too much could hurt and go to the
detriment of collaboration and team work. Connected with this, the gamified
solution could comprehend one or more players. The choice about the kind of
rewards (extrinsic or intrinsic) considering if they are tangible or not. The decision
about the solution for one problem or a new system of doing business, endless.
Finally, the tools can be scripted, if pre-established, or emergent if they aim for
the creation of something unknown.
The fifth phase is to structure the experience. In this phase, we mean that
those who want to use gamification need to understand what kind of tool to use,
if a serious game, a game-based experience or a business game, and the choice
about the space and the plan of the experience. The organization should include
the mechanics and dynamics necessary to involve employees emotions and to
create an high level of engagement105. In this phase, the experience is designed
and organizations should choose the context of the game but also the game
elements.
Finally, it is important that the organization is able to read the data obtained
through gamification. If we are referring to the recruitment process, the manager
has to understand the characteristics and qualities of the candidates; if we are
referring to the training process, he should study the progress of employees
through time; if we are referring to the learning process, he should notice
improvements in capabilities and so on.

In the next chapter, we are going to analyze the recruitment process,
before and after the introduction of gamification. We are going to deal with the
development of recruitment through time, the value of these activities and the
importance of employment brand equity. Later in the third chapter, we are going
to study how the use of gamification changed the employment strategies and
costs, highlighting functions, advantages and pitfalls.
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THIRD CHAPTER

The basis of the success of any company is due to the human capital,
which is the combination of people’s capabilities and skills. To become
successful, organizations need to sustain themselves through prepared and
competent employees that have to be appropriately selected among various
candidates.
The aim of this chapter is to identify the activities connected with
recruitment, studying the context that transformed the recruitment activities
across the time, analyzing how gamification changed the process of recruitment
using the social network and games to attract skilled workers, and finally
understanding if the new activities are useful and work better compared with the
traditional ways.

Hearing the word recruitment, in everyday contexts, makes us think that
we know exactly what it means, but the truth is that in HR the relevance of the
word has a profound value, because the success of a company depends also on
the workers employed.
If we consider the meaning of the verb to recruit in the English dictionary,
it means “to enroll (someone) as a member or worker in an organization”106. We
could ask ourselves the difference compared with the verb to hire, which means,
“to obtain the services of (someone) to do a particular job”. Even if among
ordinary people there is a sort of overlapping of the two words, used as
synonyms, here there is a fundamental disparity between them. Indeed, you
recruit someone when you want to include him/her into your organization, letting
him/her become part of the group of employees, who work cohesively to sustain
the success of the company.
On the contrary, you can hire someone when you simply need a service
or a specific job, but in this case, it does not mean that he/she has to belong to
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the organization. This is the common belief that the two words have the same
meaning, but even if, in general, people use them as synonyms, in HR,
recruitment assumes a unique worth. The importance of this distinction is due to
the fact that we are referring to organizations looking for the best talents in the
world, who can become part of the staff and collaborate together with integration
to help the company achieve a competitive advantage.
In general, “recruitment refers to the overall process of attracting,
selecting, and appointing suitable candidates for jobs within an organization” 107.
It does not simply mean to hire someone in terms of asking him/her to provide
specific services. It comprehends a micro system of activities apt to support
company’s success. We would like to underline again that “recruitment activities
are important for attracting top talent and are a source of competitive advantage
for an organization”108.
Furthermore, in human resource management, “recruitment is defined as
searching for and obtaining potential job candidates in sufficient numbers and
quality so that the organization can select the most appropriate people to fill its
job needs”109. It means that, in HR, these activities are oriented towards the need
of analyzing and testing the potential applicants suitable for a position.
We noticed that in every human resource management’s book, the
bailiwicks of recruitment and selection are considered separately. In fact,
“selection refers to the process of gathering and analyzing information about
applicants in order to select the most suitable person or persons for the job”110.
However, we would underline that if recruiting activities are pointed towards the
attraction of potential workers, and selection processes are realized to
understand if these people are suitable, the two kinds of businesses are
connected and work together.
In particular, if recruitment attracts wrong groups of applicants, it can weigh
down the selection phase and the other activities carried out by the company. As
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we are going to see later in depth, recruitment can affect positively or negatively
the future of the organization. In fact, if it generates unqualified applicants the
organization copes with expenses at a later stage and the unprepared employees
can become a problem in the operative departments.
Another important activity correlated with recruitment and that is
considered separately is placement, which means to identify the processes
through which organizations decide which selected candidate is adapt for the
right position within the departments. It comprehends the activities to understand
the perfect mansions and the tasks workers must do considering their skills.
For the entire work here, we will consider recruitment and selection as
sides of the same coin oriented to facilitate and realize high levels of efficiency at
the placement stage. In fact, the primary purpose of these activities is to identify
the best talent to cover the right job position within the organization. The more
employees nurture a talent, the more the company has potential for success. As
we explained, the recruitment process is not concluded with the identification of
the higher skilled people, but organizations have to attract people, to let them
know the brand and the company, and they have to select the right workers for
the right positions.
Even if we consider them as strictly connected, as we are going to
understand through the fourth chapter, some recruiting activities concern a sort
of pre-selection. In fact, we are going to see that some vacant positions present
many conditions to be considered a potential candidate (as i.e. to be a graduate)
and they exhibit as a selection way by itself.
It is paramount to make a digression here. In fact, this pre-selection can
face some problems and creates some limits. On the one hand, if organizations
pre-select people, they risk losing valuable candidate. On the other hand, it is true
that it is not possible to look for people who do not want to be found or that could
not have the right characteristics.
When we speak about pre-selection, we are in front of two sets of data:
the candidate’s past, experience, story and life; and information about
candidate’s dreams, expectations and personal characteristics. What recruitment
should do is to build a system able to obtain both kinds of data with the same
quality and reliability. It is what gamified recruitment is trying to do.
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Coming back to recruitment itself, we have to make a distinction because
it can be external or internal. This difference is important to go in depth with our
analysis. “An internal recruitment strategy is characterized by promoting
employees from within an organization to fill upcoming positions”111. “External
recruitment bears a certain risk as employers lack complete information about
various candidates’ characteristics, such as productivity, motivation or
trustworthiness. The recruitment process itself is used by employers to try to
uncover as much information as possible about these characteristics” 112. Here,
we are concentrating on the external recruitment through which organizations try
to attract and retain talents from the world and not from within.

As we are going to see in this paragraph, recruiting activities have
undergone a change through time, starting from the traditional recruitment to
come up until the gamified recruitment, which is the most innovative way
developing today.
The figure 3.1 shows the development of the process through time. We
positioned them at different heights, to highlight the fact that the advent of a new
way of recruiting does not mean the end of the other techniques. In fact, “no one
is abandoning the old way(s), but all the research suggest that incorporating tests
and games in the process delivers a higher predictor of success”113. In fact, the
choice about what recruiting solutions to adapt depends on the company
involved. The dimensions and the necessities of organizations affect also these
decisions. For example, little firms with few workers do not need and probably
have not enough resources to invest in new recruiting activities. On the contrary,
for big corporations with numerous vacant positions and with an high level of
movement, it is necessary and even “mandatory”.
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Figure 3.1 – Representation of the development of recruiting activities through time.

In the past, “recruiting was as easy as tying your shoelaces”114. In fact, no
effort was required and everyone could be a recruiter. It was enough to call the
recruitment agency, wait for resumes and decide through job interviews the
preferred person. At least, some people had to deal with the “huge effort” of
posting a job description and wait for possible candidates.
Anyway, these wonderful times that Jeffery called “good old days”, when
the world was smaller and organizations could do it by themselves, have passed.
Many things changed.
First of all, companies grew rapidly in terms of employees and in terms of
products sold. This factor works best with the fact that countries’ boundaries
disappeared. Multinational companies started working selling the same product
(or similar) all over the world and at the same time started stating headquarters
in many countries. These two conditions have been the ground for the change of
many aspects of doing business, and in particular, of recruitment processes,
which experienced a radical transformation. In fact, some brands became famous
and the number of candidates wishing to work for them increased.
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Furthermore, the advent of MNCs and the disappearance of the
boundaries made the market become international, so organizations could select
their potential candidate from all over the world. Indeed, these two aspects are
due to the increase of the workforce diversity: “international HR managers are
challenged to balance the composition of their workforce in terms of planning the
need for older and younger employees to work in a dynamic, global business
environment, in addition to attracting, selecting, developing and retaining that
workforce”115. The enlarged composition of the market requires always more
resources to manage these activities of recruitment and selection.
The landscape changed radically also because organizations have
understood that if they want the best talents they must attract them in some ways
and it caused the global war for talent. Now, it is not sufficient to wait for people,
but it is necessary to draw the attention to the activities occurring within
organizations so that people can desire to apply for a well-known position. It
means that companies passed from a passive to an active position.
Furthermore, well prepared people rapidly change their position. While in
the past, young men started working in a company and more or less spent their
entire life working there, now, people have no limits, can travel easily and can
change job and country without any problems.
Another changing dynamic is that graduate people are less skilled and
have low experience, so there is a sort of war to attract the best talents from the
universities and to train them hoping that their cognitive competence, not
influenced by any company, contributes to bring to light innovative ideas.
Finally, the speed of growth of new companies increased the need to be
even more attractive to obtain the best talents. In fact, “every day there are new
start-ups coming into the market that are responsive, willing to take risks and
change direction quickly”116 and it raises the commitment of companies in trying
to be more suitable for people. These new companies can be considered more
interesting for potential candidates, and at the same time, the rapid development
of technology requires a constant innovation process that of course needs daydreamers and young ideas.
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Afterwards, recruitment has developed two opposite aspects, sides of the
same coin. On the one hand, we have the growth of companies that increased
the importance and the image of their brand. This brought numerous people to
ask for jobs within these famous organizations. On the other hand, it has been
demonstrated that not everyone is looking for a job and that “90% of candidates
relevant for the role are not looking”117.
These two issues saw the duty of organizations to find respectively new
ways of managing the numerous CVs of who is looking for a job and, on the other
hand, to attract and arouse curiosity on the potential and best skilled people that
probably are working somewhere else or are still studying.
In fact, if we think for example about companies of the caliber of Apple, it
has to manage uncountable resumes coming from all over the world. Even if
these giants count on HR departments designed for the specific recruiting
functions, the amount of people applying for the job is impossible to keep up. It
increases the risk of resorting to skimming ways that could let the organization
lose the opportunity of working with the more qualified people.
On the other hand, we have the problem of people not looking for the
position, even if well prepared and competent. In this case, the company has to
lure the best candidates within universities, but also within other organizations.
As we said above, this is the war of talent, and the process of rapidly changing
job is characteristic of this era.

As we said, recruitment practices have always been part of organizations.
It is essential to analyze the market and to understand what it can offer in terms
of talent and well-prepared people, but it is even more important for a company
to be attractive and stimulating for the public. Now, the goal is that companies
show the vacant positions in a way that help possible candidate to apply for that
job. They do not resort to the common help of recruiting agencies, nowadays,
things developed differently.
“Improvements in technology have changed approach to almost
everything we do. Smart phones and mobile devices have become integral part
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of our lives, helping us to plan, work and communicate”118. In this case, we are
referring to the advent of a completely fresh way of recruiting new workers, and
we can speak about e-recruitment.
The birth of e-recruitment can be reported at the beginning of the 90’s
thanks to the development of web 2.0 (in the United States, because in the other
countries the development was slower)119. It means “using electronic resources,
typically the internet but also HR software, to guide or assist the hiring process in
order to reduce the administrative and financial burden of recruitment and gain
access to a wider pool of talent”120. In fact, “recruiters are leveraging such webbased services […] both to increase the number of quality candidates they reach
and, simultaneously, to filter out unqualified job candidates and improve job
matching”121. The ways of recruiting changed radically due to globalization and
technology, with the aim of ensuring to organizations a range of workers being
up to the numerous challenges emerging. “There has (…) been a “headlong rush”
to use the Internet for recruitment, with some reports indicating that as many as
90% of large US companies are (…) recruiting via the web”122. So, e-recruitment
became the new frontier of employment reducing, as we are going to see later,
costs and time.
The most important aspect that changed, is that candidates became
passive. Before, the jobs were posted and potential employees applied for them,
but now, recruiters look for candidates quickly and rapidly. This kind of recruiting
can be realized by agencies that through the internet are able to collect bigger
numbers of resumes and to send these CVs to companies. However,
organizations can do it by themselves through apposite brand websites that
enable potential employees to know about them.
The advantages are, on the other hand, highly relevant. Sure enough, this
new way increased the pace of the entire process of recruitment, because the
internet enables us to be connected round the clock. People can connect at any
time and it allowed them to look for new opportunities despite their commitments.
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The process is easily structured and the candidate can add his/her data and can
send them in real-time to the organization, receiving for example the proof that
the server received the request. In this way, resumes can be simply analyzed by
recruiters, but the great realities are provided with dedicated software, which
proceed with an initial skimming123.
A second advantage is that organizations can check increasing numbers
of resumes and it enlarges the potential of achieving good employees.
Another advantage is that e-recruitment reduces the costs compared with
the traditional ways of looking for new employees, like agencies or newspapers.
In fact, companies can do it by themselves, adding a section dedicated to
employment on their websites.
From the point of view of employees, it enables them to reduce the time
spent looking for a job and it allows them to find new opportunities rapidly,
increasing their possibilities of changing company. The war of talent is due also
to the strengthened desire of people to feel satisfied with their job. This enlarged
the boundaries and the amount of possibilities for everyone.
The advent of e-recruitment did not encounter relevant problems, it has
been a natural process of development, that could have presented issues only at
the beginning when not all the population could connect on the internet. Anyway,
this obstacle has been fully overcome.
The fact that this new kind of employment processes raised the number of
resumes coming, became a big issue. This is a quantitative problem, because
the amount of CVs increased rapidly. If we think about the business giants, when
they post some jobs on the web, they receive several hundred resumes in only a
couple of weeks. The tricky aspect is that organizations tend to answer to the
numerous applications through the traditional channel, but things are changing
and it is no more possible.
Furthermore, e-recruitment does not eliminate the job interview, so it
means that once organizations select potential candidate from the huge amount
of resumes received, they have to interview these people because information
contained within CVs are not sufficient to understand their capabilities. Moreover,
the quantity issue is followed by another consequence. Organizations attract also
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the so called “job hoppers”124, who are people whose goal is not finding a secure
and defined job, but they prefer to change frequently. It can cause retention
problems in a second moment.

Before starting speaking about social recruitment, we need to underline
that borders among e-recruitment and social recruitment are very bland and mild.
We must highlight that labels we give to recruiting forms are very partial. This
condition makes it very difficult the quantification of each phenomenon. We would
like to say that we report a distinction of the two forms only for historical reasons.
In fact, e-recruitment and social recruitment were born in different moments
However, now come back to social recruitment to explain what it is.
If before employers took advantage only from formal channels like
employment agencies, advertisements, and schools and universities, today, the
informal channels, which in the past comprehended only information from
relatives or friends, are completed by the social network, which helps employers
providing “them with in-depth information on prospective employees”125. Indeed,
we could say that, at a later time recruitment has been transformed into social
recruiting. This kind of development is not due to a radical evolution of market
and world, like in the first case, but it is caused by the advent of the social network.
Nowadays, we can consider social network sites as acknowledged by the
majority of people. However, we decided to make a brief excursus about them to
understand how these tools can help recruiting processes.
“We define social network sites as web-based services that allow
individuals to construct a public or semi-public profile within a bounded system,
articulate a list of other users with whom they share a connection, and view and
traverse their list of connections and those made by others within the system”126.
Of course, the most famous examples are Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and so
on. The most important thing is that, through this tool, people can be easily
reachable and can connect with other people, sharing some information about
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themselves. As we are going to see later, this central aspect affects recruiting,
because recruiters can easily contact and connect with elevate quantities of
people.
The advent of social networks forced an additional step in the engagement
activities, and organizations developed the so-called social recruitment. To give
a definition, it “is concerned with sourcing candidates for jobs via social media
channels and social media networks”127. It is similar to the e-recruitment because
it exploits the internet channels to attract personnel, but it differs for some
aspects.
Due to the fact that through social network organizations can understand
some personal characteristics, some attitudes, but especially information about
people, we can say that this new trend is different from the previous one for the
fact that the job offers can be aimed at defined categories of people. In this case,
we could speak about selection in the sense that aiming for the group to attract
is a sort of pre selection made by the organization itself.
For this reason, social network sites like Facebook, LinkedIn, blogs on
websites and YouTube became the best ways to reach the desired people.
We would like to speak about the different existing social network sites.
First of all, blogs are websites, usually connected with the corporate careers site
of organizations, in which the community can participate commenting on defined
contents about the company. It helps people relate to each other and to exchange
information and opinions considering a particular subject or theme.
Facebook is the most common social network; it developed in 2004 thanks
to the work of Mark Zuckerberg128. As the name says, it enables people to show
themselves on the web with their photos, but they can leave comments and
essentially stay in contact with each other, all over the world. On Facebook,
people have their own profile and the discussion or the attention on a particular
brand must be encouraged by the organizations. The most important thing, that
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allowed it to become so popular, is that it keeps people in contact independently
from time and space.
LinkedIn was born for business because it came to life for the working
world. It enables people to exhibit the personal career with the places they worked
in, the studies they attended to and so forth. It provides the recruiters the chance
to identify top talents. It enables the establishment of a personal net of colleagues
and organizations. Through this community, the possibility of looking for a job, or
of being selected for a job interview rises.
Finally, Twitter is a social in which people can share photos, but especially
opinions about facts. They can follow whoever they want, and share others’
opinions or comments. It creates a connection about people, but what is important
is that it says a lot about people personality. In fact, considering the contents
shared, organizations can understand a lot about the state of mind of people.
According to what we said above, all these socials have something in
common, which is the fact that they let people interact with each other, and it
enables them to unconsciously create a community. In fact, the name comes from
the network founded through relationships among people.
Social recruitment was born to keep up with the new generations and to
do what companies need to create an engaged community. It is “a range of
individuals, united by one common purpose […] and demonstrates an high
degree of participation”129. It means that organizations should build a community
to perceive the goal of letting people know about them. With the ongoing times,
people have become even more social, feeling part of various communities
independently from the job seeking. These platforms changed the way people
relate to each other. It has been revealed that “74% of online adults use social
networking sites”130, it means that more or less three forth of population all over
the world have an online life. Life is changing, but more importantly, people show
themselves on the social media. This can help organizations exploit these tools
and the information they share to understand candidate profiles, personalities
and characteristics.
It is paramount to understand that “through the social and professional
connections that form the basis of such networking services, recruiters might
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obtain more detailed information on candidates and identify potential matches
between candidates and jobs”131.
Of course, this kind of recruitment presents some limitations, because
people can decide what to share, can control comments and images about
themselves and it means that they can create a sort of image of what they are.
Most of the times it is not easy to understand how sincere everyone is on the
social network. On the other hand, some people do not make a lot of actions on
the social network and these two factors avoid the study of personal
characteristics. Even if it is not so easy to understand the perfect candidate, social
network sites represent a good way to attract people, sharing advertising to know
the brand and to say when there are vacant job positions available.
We can say that social recruitment presents the same pitfall of erecruitment, which is the quantity. In fact, the amount of CVs received by the
organizations is wide and it makes them unprepared, because it is not possible
to answer to each single request or to interview each candidate. Companies
absolutely need valid tools to slim down the list, but the tricky way is to understand
how it is possible.
We would like to report some data about quantity. In particular, “although
it varies with the company and the job, on average 250 resumes are received for
each corporate job opening. Finding a position opening late can’t help your
chances because the first resume is received within 200 seconds after a position
is posted. If you post your resume online on a major job site like Monster so that
a recruiter can find it, you are facing stiff competition because 427,000 other
resumes are posted on Monster alone each and every week” 132. As we can
understand from those data, e- and social recruitment face huge quantity issues
that organizations should try to overcome.

The amount of resumes that corporations receive when they post a new
or vacant job position is causing huge problems. Not only in terms of time wasted
to analyze each one, which would be impossible, but especially for the criteria
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used to skim the list. The tricky aspect is to find the best way that would allow
organizations to employ the right workers without losing the talents.
Considering that nowadays for corporations time is money, it is essential
not to waste time interviewing the wrong people. Organizations need to look for
new methods that allow a first decision to select people without knowing them.
The steps to face before the interview are the following:
1. the organization posts an announcement for the new or vacant
position that people can apply for;
2. interested candidates can send the CVs through the blog of the
company or through the internet sending the resume by email;
3. recruiters analyze the resumes and select the most qualified
applicants simply considering their working experiences and their
education courses attended;
4. then the interview is conducted;
5. and finally, the selection is made.
By the fact that publishing a new job offer is easier than ever, thanks to eand social recruitment, the amount of CVs that organizations receive is huge. The
need to manage these resumes is fundamental, because companies cannot
spend time looking at each one candidate to determine his/her skill level. By the
fact that firms want to make a sort of selection of people to interview, they must
adopt some selective criteria able to understand who can be recalled or not. Of
course, analyzing the curricula is not sufficient because, even if today resumes
have a standard structure, they report only working and educational experiences
and everybody can write information about themselves making self-esteemed
judgements.
Of course, considering this aim, CVs have some limits. In fact, selecting
people for the interview only basing on what people wrote about themselves is
not sufficient to understand the personal skill set, their intuitive ability, or their
speed and readiness to answer in the face of problems or new situations. On the
other hand, the certificates and the educational qualifications do not say much
about the innate attitude and the personality, which are the elements that
distinguish talents from the increasing mass of people with recognitions. We
would like to say, with the proper precaution, that, compared with the past, the
majority of people owns a qualification, and if twenty/thirty years ago
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organizations looked for more specialized people, now they look for what makes
employees special and distinct from the mass. Finally, another problem revealed
by organizations is that often resumes are not easy to find if people are not
looking for a job. This fact limits possibilities for organizations looking for the right
talent.
To conclude, what we would like to underline is that the simple selection,
even if done with the best intentions and techniques, risks the elimination of the
best employees from the list of candidates due to their educational preparation
or their experience. As we are going to see later, the important thing is to analyze
the soft skills and the personal characteristics, which cannot transpire from the
CVs.
The reasons here are two:
-

the first one is that nowadays everybody has a well structured resume,
because is a given thing that everyone can write and it is supported
also by schools which help candidates create it with the best
techniques. So, the quality of resumes is high and most of people have
qualifications;

-

but most importantly, the advent of Europass and all the standardized
resumes available, removed the personal imprint that could let the
personality become known.

“The solution is to implement an automated test for skill and ability. […]
These systems are Windows-based job simulations that place applicants in a
typical office scenario, allowing them to demonstrate their skill sets"133. This way
goes toward gamification and allows companies to understand skills in details.
The important aspect is that it enables a pre-selection that avoids time-waste for
candidates, who can deal with the test at home through internet connection, and
at the same time for companies which will select for the interview, people who
pass the “test”.
It is of paramount importance to underline the fact that the problem of
quantity depends on the dimensions of the company involved. Indeed, if we speak
about big corporations, they can have the quantity problem, but for smaller
realities the problem can be the opposite. In particular, it is important to underline
133
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that some little organizations do not receive a sufficient amount of candidates and
in this case, as we are going to see in the fourth chapter, gamification can help
them to increase the amount of CVs received.

As we said many times, the way of looking for personnel changed radically,
so that “many firms now realize the importance of actively attracting and retaining
highly skilled, quality employees as a necessary component of their competitive
advantage”134. Indeed, to achieve a competitive advantage compared with
competitors, an organization needs to attract talents, and to reach this goal, it
should create a good brand able to draw the attention of potential candidates. We
are speaking about employment brand, which is the group of tangible and
intangible elements that identify and make a company unique for job seekers,
showing which are the characteristics of the working experience within the
organization itself135. It interests the new way of employing through e-recruitment
and later, through the social recruitment.
Employment brand should not be confused with corporate image. On the
one hand, corporate image can be defined as the perception people have about
the company. Even if there is not a definition, the idea is that it represents what
the organization offers in terms of products or services, of mission and values it
has. The corporate image can be influenced by the company, which broadcasts
information about itself through marketing. The information can interest
customers, competitors, managers, employees and so forth. In fact, “a favorable
image can boost sales through increased customer satisfaction and loyalty, as
well as attract both investors and future employees”136.
On the other hand, the employment brand can be defined “as outcomes of
applicants decision opportunities attributable to job seekers’ beliefs about the
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company as an employer”137; therefore, it is the perception about the company
from the point of view of potential candidates.
The organization’s aim is to be noticed by job seekers, who can start
making subjective judgements that could enable them to become interested in
the organization. It is important to underline that the attractive methods are useful
for active seekers, but also for passive ones. The passive potential employees
can be the ones not looking for a job, because they are studying or are still
working in another place, but they could probably be dissatisfied by their actual
job and they could become candidates.
The idea of employment brand completely transformed the recruitment
process forcing corporations to become active in looking for the best talents,
attracting them showing their ways of working and their projects. It increased also
the possibility of attracting well-informed candidates that know exactly what they
are looking for. For example, if I know that a specific position within an
organization has given characteristics, it can help me understand if it is the place
adapt to me or not.
It is important to build a good employment brand because potential
candidates can be easily influenced if we think, for example, that “job seekers
form impressions of organizations simply based on their impressions of the
recruiters who represent them (and who are perceived) as signals of how it would
feel to work for a company”138.
We would like to report a subdivision about employment brand equity. In
fact, Han and Collins considered three dimensions of this trend which are: brand
awareness, brand association and perceived quality.
Brand awareness refers to the perception people have about the brand. A
brand is a “unique design, sign, symbol, words or a combination of these,
employed in creating an image that identifies a product and differentiates it from
its competitors”139. The company should allow potential candidates to familiarize
with the brand and consequently with the products or services sold, in order to
transmit how good it is working for them. The brand awareness is the
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identification of a brand, and the acknowledgement of its power in the market,
and this sense of recognition makes the company’s conception positive in the job
seekers’ eyes.
Brand association refers to the connection that people make within their
minds between a product (or service) and the company producing it. There is a
brand association when you relate a product with a specific brand. For example,
when Apple launched the iPad, the development of this innovative product made
the company so famous that people tended to identify it with the brand, as if any
other company would not produce a tablet. Instead of saying tablet, generally
speaking, people called it iPad, due to the brand association they made. This
increased again the employment brand in the candidates’ minds.
Finally, perceived quality refers to “customers’ perception of the overall
quality or superiority of a product or service relative to relevant alternatives with
respect to the intended purpose of the product”140. The perception that you have
as a customer can reflect on you as a potential employee. To continue with our
example (it is the more immediate due to the greatness of a company like Apple,
which is known by everyone), if you perceive that their products have a higher
quality compared with its competitors, you would prefer to work for them rather
than for other corporations. We think that being “perceived”, the quality does not
need to be demonstrated or measured, but it simply influences your idea and the
attractiveness of the company independently from facts and data.
Connected with this third dimension of employment brand, we want to
introduce a tricky issue faced by some small companies. Sometimes, there is a
sort of overlap between the perception people have as customers and as
potential candidates. When there is this interference, companies have to deal
with wrong groups of candidatse. An example can be Italdesign Giugiaro, which
is an Italian company founded in 1968 and “represented an innovative formula
for the car industry: a company able to provide creativity, engineering,
construction of pre-series prototypes, production start-ups assistance and all the
support required to put a new product into production”141. This company is famous
in particular for its car design and it faces the problem of the position (the
employment brand, not the position in the market). In fact, the position in the eye
140
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of customers is different from the employment brand. They continually receive
CVs of potential designers, but the kind of employees they need are engineers.
In this case, this organization needs to improve its ways of attraction to transform
its employment brand giving the right perception. If you clarify your employment
brand you will attract the right candidates and, as we are going to see in the next
chapter, gamification can help to fulfill this goal. Another important aspect always
connected with this kind of example, is the fact that the development and the
spread of the employment brand can transmit the idea of exclusivity for
employees. If the number of candidates is low, the job seekers could perceive it
as a place with a shortage of talents and applying for a position and being hired
could have an extremely high value.
In the end, we would like to make a brief parenthesis about the importance
of employment brand for the organization. As we can see from the figure 3.2, the
final goal of any corporation is to earn a competitive advantage relative to
competitors. This competitive advantage can be influenced, among other things,
by the marketing strategy, which, as we said above, is what enables the diffusion
of corporate image, but also of employment brand.

Figure 3.2 – Representation of the importance of employment brand in the company’s
framework.

In the same way, corporate image positively influences the employment
brand equity because if you are conditioned by the brand as a customer, you can
be infected also as a potential worker. The influence here is unilateral because
the employment brand is less known than the corporate image.
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Finally, the sum of all these aspects can affect your desire of applying for
the job posted by that specific company.
To conclude, with this simple figure, we identified the relevant role of
employment brand equity in the recruitment strategy, but especially the critical
function it performs in the fulfillment of the competitive advantage and in the
integrated corporate system.

The paramount functions provided by recruiting management are essential
for the success of any organizations and, as we said above, employment
represents the first step for success because it influences the other activities and
processes aimed to success and competitive advantage. In fact, “not only is the
process of finding and recruiting this talent expensive, it is also inefficient and
wasteful when the wrong people are recruited”142.
The worth of recruitment is due to the high level of risk, which is typical of
this activity, and to the company’s awareness about what managers are looking
for.
First of all, we speak about the level of risk. The value of the recruiting
activities can be considered also from an economic point of view. In fact, the tasks
intended to employ personnel, represent a cost for the organization. The cost is
the sum of different elements.
It is due to the monetary resources spent to pay recruiting managers,
personnel involved in the administrative department for employment, raw
materials exploited and tools employed to attract candidates.
It is a cost in terms of time spent to develop the employment brand, to
attract new people, to analyze them and to select the right one.
In particular, it represents a cost because it is a process with high level of
risk, and this is the more tricky aspect. In fact, if you hire the wrong person within
your company, you will have to face a series of expenditures. First of all, if the
employee does not have the expected competencies you need to spend time and
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resources to train him/her143. Inevitably, it is a cost in terms of production,
because if the employee does not carry out his/her duties and tasks, the
organization can face a loss. Of course, paying someone who is not doing his/her
job is a cost. On the other hand, it can bother the working atmosphere, the context
and the relationship among the employees.
Added to all of these costs is the problem that when you hire a new worker,
it is not so immediate to dismiss him/her. You cannot do as you want and fire
him/her without a justification. For these reasons, recruitment is a delicate
process of evaluation that should not be underestimated.
The second aspect concerns the organization’s awareness; the company
must understand that the value of recruitment passes through the knowledge of
what it needs.
In fact, it is important to attract the best talents the world offers, but it is
even more necessary to understand what you need. Companies have to start
from the positions and the tasks they want to be performed and after that, they
should realize what are the hard and soft skills needed.
Here, we need to make a brief distinction among these kinds of skills. In
particular, we consider hard skills the ones that are easily measurable, and that
do not change considering the context, the company or the people. We are
referring to, for example, proficiency in a specific language, or machine
operations. More specifically, “hard skills are teachable abilities or skill sets that
are easy to quantify”144. They represent what someone knows, and what he/she
is able to do. On the other hand, we have soft skills, which refer to interpersonal
characteristics of people. They represent the qualities that cannot be easily
measurable. For example, soft skills can be observed on leaders or very
communicative people, but cannot be weighted. They represent the emotional
intelligence innate in everyone.
Coming back to what is required, most of the times, companies know
exactly what actions and tasks the employees should provide, in terms of job and
mansions, but likewise, they do not know what competences in terms of soft skills
are required by the job. We want to concentrate on these kinds of skills.
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In fact, resumes contain all the certificates and declarations that ensure
about the preparation of the candidates. We can say that, considering that
institutions guarantee about the professional knowledge acquired by the potential
employees, companies can use the work experience and the education itinerary
as the first method to skim people.
The arduous assignment for recruiters is to understand candidates’
characteristics, potentialities and personal skills, which go beyond the
competences acquired through studying. Indeed, it is essential to understand the
personal attitudes and capabilities innate. The problem is that there is a sort of
misunderstanding between what is esteemed to be and what is effectively
necessary.
The fundamental ingredient that has to be considered is the so called x
factor. In particular, the issue that rises is that employers “want to recruit someone
who has that ‘special something’. Unfortunately, despite the help of tried and
tested assessment tools and frameworks very few can describe what this ‘special
something’ actually is”145. And this is the heart of the discussion. In fact, the main
problem is that organizations tend to look for something that they are not able to
identify.

Considering the paramount importance covered by the recruiting activities,
the value of managers’ role during the analysis and the selection of new
employees, and the delicate consequences that a good or a bad choice can rise,
organizations are trying to improve and perfect their methods, in order to reduce
mistakes but also the waste of resources.
Now, the frontiers of the recruitment strategy are changing and we are
going toward something completely new. The more innovative and big
corporations, which have the necessary resource to invest on recruiting activities
are now overtaking e- and social recruitment, to enter a new world.
As we reported in the previous chapters, one of the possible application of
gamification is to recruit new talents. The way companies are looking for skilled
workers is changing. Now, they can do it in a more enjoyable and reliable way.
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The appropriate word to say when “gamification is coupled with
recruitment it is often referred to as “recruitainment”. Gamification can be
integrated in recruitment process covering quizzes around industry challenges,
company related quests, behavioral quizzes”146. If applied in an appropriate
manner, this way of reaching new talent can be the best arm to answer the need
to ensure that organizations have champions who work for them.
“The use of social networks is evidently a successful route and the new
ways in which recruiters are interacting with candidates is allowing for more
enjoyable experiences. Brands that are choosing to use gamification are
obtaining higher levels of retention and building bigger online communities”147. It
means that gamification can be, in some ways, sustained by social networks, and
it reminds us to the fact that the advent of gamified (or other forms of) recruitment,
does not mean the end of the previous techniques by the whole corporations.
The phases covered by the gamified recruitment are three. In fact, the
function of gamification is not simply to employ new candidates. Firstly,
organizations want “to motivate job applicants to explore their recruitment
websites to learn more about the organization’s history, values and vision before
finally applying”148 for a vacant position. Secondly, organizations want to make
their job offers more enticing also once applicants are received. Finally,
organizations discovered that candidates who have been recruited through
employee referrals may be better compared with employees hired through
traditional tools. For this reason, gamification can be used to incentivize
employees looking for new applicants, who will give them points considering the
reference they provided.

Job interview is radically transforming through the years and the aim of
organizations is to realize the most appropriate and less resource-consuming
interview to hire the best people in as little time as possible.
Normally, if you are a graduate student looking for a job, you will go
through a recruitment agency or you will speak directly with the person
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responsible for HR of the company you would like to work in. In job interviews,
the manager can usually put the classical questions as for example: “why should
I hire you?”, “what do you know about the company?” “what do you see yourself
in the next five years?” and so on. Despite the very slow process, today things
are changing.
Even if the questions could be numerous and precise, it has been
demonstrated that most candidates are not sincere. They simply lie giving the
answers they think most appropriate to be employed. In this way, it is impossible
for the hiring manager to understand the personality of the applicants.
It does not mean that the potential employee is voluntarily trying to cheat
the company, but most of the times, the questions concern “self-insightful, selfevaluative, predictive or past information”149. It means that the person who is
applying for the job is not objective while judging himself. For this reason, they
cannot give true answers.
Another problem with the classical interview is the diagnosis bias, which is
the common belief among recruiting managers (in this specific situation), that they
are perfectly competent and that their experience can let them judge people
rightly. However, it is not as easy as it seems to understand the soft skills only
through an interview. While speaking with the candidate you know the basic
information about his/her courses of studies, and the places where he/she
worked. At least you can grasp some shades of the personal attitudes, but you
need to test the skills.
In fact, in the bigger organizations the job interview is a sort of group
interaction. There are many candidates applying for the job, who have to
collaborate or complete particular tasks. This method is used to understand the
propensity for team work and how personalities emerge during the activities. This
way usually comprehends a sort of challenge and people need to solve logic
problems in groups; later, only some candidates pass the turn, and go on until
coming to the interview and the possibility of being hired. The passage of different
levels and the idea of competing with colleagues to achieve the job position is
exactly the same idea behind gamification.
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However, the best way to avoid the misleading perception that recruiters
can have about potential employees, is to introduce game application. “This is
where gamification can help. Instead of inviting applicants to job interviews right
away, they give them games that simulate the work environment and test their
aptitude”150. As we are going to see later, this new way of facing recruiting
activities is completely changing the world of applying for a desired position.
Suppose again you are going to a job interview and you are worried about
your look, you would like to seem confident about yourself and prepared about
the company. Today, you could meet the manager and he or she could be asking
you to play a game and after an hour he or she will tell you if you obtained the job
or not. In this case, “you just had your job interview playing a game that told the
company everything they needed to know about you”151. As we are going to see
in the next chapter, not all the forms of gamification applied to recruitment
comprehend serious games. However, the idea is that everything is changing
with numerous advantages for both parts.
Gamification “can allow recruiters to test candidate’s skill, motivate them
to complete certain tasks, and generally engage with the recruitment process”152.
To be effective, recruitment practices have to land the most adapted talent for the
right position within the organization and to achieve this goal, companies have to
resort to the most appropriate tools that today’s technology can offer.
Corporations are looking for specific behaviors and personalities and this goal
can be achieved through the exploitation of gamified solutions for recruitment.

As we said, “by applying the same principles that inspire people to play
games, such as achievements, status and rewards, businesses can drive deeper
engagement and use this to attract […] employees, as well as improve staff and
business performance”153. This is exactly the purpose of the gamified experience
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and what pushes organizations to adopt this new tool to refine the techniques to
place the right talent into the appropriate position.
In the first chapter, we spoke about the aim of gamification, which is to
change people’s behavior through game design. In recruitment, the behaviors
undergoing a mutation are not the one of the players. They are not playing to
transform their habits or to indirectly reach a goal: they are unconsciously
demonstrating their abilities, their behaviors, their attitudes and their
potentialities. In this case, the aim of gamification is to facilitate the employment
process.
We can say that gamified solutions can be exploited for three functions.
First, companies can use game design to attract people. In fact, the
technological development helped the creation, for example, of serious games
on the social network, or the advent of apps for smartphone able to engage
people and to increase their loyalty to certain brands. In this way, organizations
can increase their employment brand. The fact, for example, that those
individuals might invite other friends to play or need their help to pass some
levels, is a sort of marketing tool that increases the knowledge of companies. The
Gameboxed, which we are going to analyze in detail in the next session, are
“games […] integrated with social networks, so players can easier reach out and
refer friends. When players achieve certain scores, the company can reach out
and ask the player to submit a resume”154. It is a way to lure potential candidates
getting curious of knowing something more about a brand. The desire of playing,
by users, can also be an end in itself: for example, I could play just for the sake
of entertainment, but if I am able, clever and fast, the organization monitoring
data of people who are playing could notice me and ask me to send my CV.
Second, the game mechanics of certain serious games are specifically
realized with the aim of letting people understand if they are adapt for a certain
kind of job. In fact, often people are attracted by the famous brands, and by the
perception they have about the required competencies to carry out a task.
Anyway, it is not always as immediate and easy as it seems. If we think for
example about the fact that sometimes the same companies do not know what
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they need, it is hard also for candidates to understand if they are gifted for carrying
out those tasks.
Last, the third function is paramount and the most interesting for our study.
Effectively, gamification can help recruitment to understand people’s behaviors,
state of mind, abilities, attitudes and potentialities while fulfilling their mansions.
For example, “the British intelligence service GCHQ used a secret code as entry
to apply for a job as spy. Candidates had to decipher the meaning of an encrypted
message on the website CanYouCrackIt”155. So, if you are able to crack the
system and discover the code, you could have the potentialities and abilities to
work for them.
If we look at the example of the serious game America’s Army, it is a good
model to understand how a unique tool can include all the three functions
explained above. It has been adopted by United States Army with the primary
purpose of attracting new soldiers. They have been using this sort of video game
as recruiting tool since 2002. “In multiple versions players are invited to play the
game and experience the life of soldiers. This approach has two advantages for
the US Army: it leads to a more positive image of the institution, and the US Army
can contact players who’ve shown outstanding skills in the game to apply” 156. A
third goal fulfilled by this gamified tool, is that it is a way “for candidates to find
out if the company is the right fit for them”157. Indeed, with this example, we have
underlined the multiple functions, which can also be fulfilled with a unique tool.

“Understanding a person’s job skills from how well they play is passed on
an extensive body of psychometric research about how behavior links to actual
job performance”158 and this is the idea gamification leans on when applied to
recruiting activities. What we would like to understand is how game design and
game elements can change the process of looking for talents, selecting the best
candidates and place them in the right position within the organization
considering the necessities and the capabilities.
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As we are going to see, the backbone of gamification returns also in the
structure applied to recruitment. Game and motivation, design, and context are
the main elements of the integrated system we are going to analyze. We are
going to study the same three points also in the fourth chapter for each kind of
gamified solution to recruit.

As explained above, game is one of the essential parts of gamified
recruitment. Game, mixed with fun, can increase people’s motivation improving
their interest toward a particular job position, a company or a brand.
The game elements return in the different solutions available to attract
potential candidates. As we are going to see in the next chapter, the types of
gamified recruitment can be different and can comprehend for example serious
games, as well as some sorts of business challenges to achieve a job position.
We have serious games when there is a structured game, designed to help
abilities, personal skills and innate predispositions towards situations to come out.
The business game is a sort of challenge among groups of people, who have to
create an entire project following some indications given by the company.
We would underline that gamifying is different from games, in fact, the new
kinds of recruiting activities are simply supported by the game elements as
mechanics, dynamics and emotions. As we just said, the simple fact of supporting
the old employing techniques with games, does not mean to gamify the process.
There must be some components like, for example, badges, levels or
leaderboards able to create a sort of challenge the user faces with him/herself or
with other candidates.
Motivation is the lever which moves the entire engine of the gamified
solutions. Realizing these stimulating and funny experiences is motivating for
both managers and candidates. From the point of view of managers, they do not
have to face boring and long interviews trying to interpret people’s abilities from
what they say. Of course, it again depends on the dimensions of the
organizations, and here we are referring to huge corporations where, once a
position is vacant, managers need to look for a substitute and have to meet
numerous people. From the point of view of applicants, the motivation is high for
many reasons. Firstly, they are applying for a position in an innovative company,
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which is exploiting the best and recent techniques to hire the more talented
people and it is stimulating by itself. Secondly, they are playing, so they can take
the experience more positively, and with sportsmanship, compared with a
common interview. Finally, and as we are going to see in the next paragraph, the
gamified experience is well structured and designed, for this reason, it should
provide a pleasurable and engaging situation thanks to the help of flow, which
immerges people’s mind in a context without considering what is happening
around.
Another important thing that must be highlighted is that the gamified
solutions to recruit people is one of the more objective ways to understand
potentialities. So, it is motivating both for the organization and for the applicants
also for other reasons. For the first, because they know that the resources
invested in those solutions will bring results and the margins for errors are
reduced. For the candidates, they know they cannot lie and it means that this
method theoretically follows a meritocratic way.
In the same way, fun is an essential ingredient of gamification and we can
meet it in the enjoyment felt while playing a serious game, but also while facing
a challenging experience with other rivals.

Game design is one of the main elements of gamification and for
recruitment, it is essential. To recall its role, it is the ability of realizing the
experience, which is designed to understand or to change people’s behaviors.
For recruitment, it must be well structured and studied to achieve the correlated
goals.
The basic idea behind the design of gamification, and behind the
functionality of some platforms as Badgeville or Bigdoormedia, is the mechanics
we are going to present now.
To understand how the game design works, imagine there are four
elements: a platform, like for example an Internet website; a widget which is “a
generic term for the part of a GUI (graphical user interface) that allows the user
to interface with the application and operating system. Widgets display
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information and invite the user to act in a number of ways”159; an API, which
means application programming interface and it is “a set of routines, protocols,
and tools for building software applications. The API specifies how software
components should interact and APIs are used when programming graphical user
interface (GUI) components”160; finally, the service platform, which provides a
software, like Badgeville.
To understand the mechanics, the platform (i.e. website) envisages some
missions, which are communicated to the user through the widget. If the widget
says to the user, for example, “register”, after this registration, it sends the
information to the service through the API161. The service memorizes that the
user registered with a name.
If the mission is different, the widget could ask, for example, to click a link
and it gives a number of points. It registers the number of points on the service,
and once the last one understands that the users reached a certain amount of
points, it will grant a badge162 (figure 3.3).

Figure 3.3 – Representation of the basic mechanics at the bottom of gamification.

This basic mechanics enables you to implement the dynamics, so it
enables you to achieve what you need. For example, the mechanics to have
comfort (which is a dynamic) in your car, while driving, is the damper seat.
Of course, this simple mechanics is not sufficient by itself to support the
entire design of gamified solutions, in fact, the principal limit it has is that when
the user understands how it works, it becomes obsolete. The design of the
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gamified activity must be appropriately thought and studied to achieve results
also in the long-term.
Paramount element of game design is the distinction and the balance
between perceived sacrifice and benefit. The perceived benefit is what I get if I
fulfill what the game asks; while the perceived sacrifice is what I have to do, and
it creates entry barriers because the higher level it has, the less it is used. As it
happens in marketing, when people make a balance between perceived sacrifice
and benefit of buying a product, here, the situation is analogous. In fact, we could
say that “the gain must outweigh the pain of acquisition”163.
Another idea behind gamification is to never punish the user. To maintain
a certain level of users, they do not have to be punished. If they do not pass a
certain level, they can repeat it as many times as they would like. It is very
important because normally, when people know that there is a high risk that
repeating the test they could fail or obtain an even lower score, they prefer not to
do it again.
However, for recruitment the situation can be different. In fact, when you
play during a job interview, the punishment comes when you are not employed.
In any case, we are going to understand the differences in the design of gamified
recruitment in the next chapter.

The context is the third element of gamification, which stands out also in
gamified recruitment. As we said in the first chapter, the context is different from
the one of play or enjoyment, and in this case, we are referring to the business
context, in which people under pressure of an interview play to be hired.
We have to distinguish between two kinds of context. The real context is
the one in which you are playing or solving the game-based issue presented and
it can be the office where you are facing your job interview, rather than your home
where you comfortably play without expectations. The game-context is different,
and it represents the virtual situation in which you are playing, which could be a
business deadline within which you must deliver a product, rather than a
demanding client, hard to please.
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In gamification, the second kind of context is the most important, even if
we cannot deny the important role of feelings, which come into play when you are
physically present for the job interview. However, we could say that gamification
is trying to reduce costs in terms of time and resources, so, most of the times, the
job interview is faced in a second moment and the majority of candidates can
play from their own home.
In any case, the goal of gamified recruitment is to immerge the candidate
in the business context, through the instrument of flow, enabling him/her to
completely be him/herself. It ensures the organizations to see the personal
characteristics objectively, but at the same time, it enables them to understand
how the candidate copes with different situations.
We would like to underline that the context is paramount because it
enables the organizations to modify it and it helps the realization of different
situations. These experiences, being artificial, can be unexpected and created
only to hinder the candidate, confusing him/her and it is also important to
understand readiness in front of the unpredictable.
If we consider for example the Wasabi Waiter, the game designer could
create a paradoxical situation so that could put the candidate in difficulty, for
example with an absurd request of the client. We would underline that “in a normal
exam environment, test takers have the tendency to overthink how they will
appear to employers, and may even try to present a false identity. With
gamification, cognitive skill assessment is a natural component of the game—
which means test takers can respond naturally and more accurately” 164. In this
case, the context is helpful to understand the abilities and it is as important as
game design. In fact, if the context is not well realized the results could be
compromised in the same way as the outcomes about the candidate’s abilities.

Here, we report some advantages of gamified recruitment, and the
reasons that push organizations to adopt it and the related tools available.
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Gamification makes each phase of the recruitment process easier than ever, and
it enables the selection of the best talents with the appropriate skills.
Gamification can facilitate the selection of potential candidate. First,
because the possibility to play is useful for the user, who can understand if he job
position is what he/she is aiming for. Second, because some gamification tools,
like serious games, are played for enjoyment but enable firms to ask players to
send their CVs. In this case, the organization gives by choice, the chance to apply
for the job.
The fact that gamification is affected by enjoyment and fun, increases the
results of the recruiting activities. If the recruiting process is more fun, recruiters
and hiring managers are more motivated in turn. This implements the pleasure
while interviewing or analyzing people’s abilities and it rises the probabilities of
employing the right workers.
Gamification can help corporations while understanding the candidates’
personal skills. In fact, when people come to their office and they ask them to
play a game, while they are playing, recruiters can derive some parameters,
which can help analyzing their personal characteristics. It is essential to identify
the abilities and the tacit wherewithal. Thanks to flow, they test people, in fact,
“when you play, you get immersed in the game (and trying to win!) and therefore
respond naturally. […] Understanding a person’s job skills from how well they
play is based on an extensive body of psychometric research about how behavior
links to actual job performance”165. “Psychometric exams test the cognitive
(memory, problem solving, decision making) abilities of employee candidates,
and are a common component of online exams made using test creator software.
Gamification inherently immerses test takers in the game world, allowing them to
respond naturally to challenges. These natural responses can unveil a lot about
a potential employee’s cognitive skills, such as their decision-making, leadership,
efficiency and organization”166.
For these reasons, it is important, from the recruiter’s point of view, to
understand what the organization is looking for, and from the game designers’
point of view, to understand which abilities or innate attitudes the gamified tool
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should highlight. In fact, if the organization does not know what it is looking for
the problem would be to test people in the right way.
We would like to recall the example of My Marriott Hotel in which
candidates are called to demonstrate their skills while playing. The potential
applicants perform within a virtual kitchen and deal with orders, business plans,
and dissatisfied customers. Through this way, managers of Marriot Hotel are able
to identify potential and qualified workers and decide to hire them within the
organization.
Another advantage achievable through gamified solution is that, as some
authors think, gamification has transformed the recruiting management from
being a cost center to a profit center. In fact, “more targeted recruitment and a
focus on passive candidates has resulted in a sharp decline in costs. The costly
services of recruitment agencies and job boards are geared to the active pool.
Unless agencies present unique talent from the passive pool, they will die”167. It
means that the importance of passive talents (who are not looking for the job, but
who are the most qualified and prepared for the position) has twisted the balance
in the market, making the function of the expensive recruitment agencies obsolete
and useless. In particular, “the use of internet technologies for selection,
interviews and training has reduced various costs for MNCs. […] MNC access to
and coordination of competent global talent has become not only easier but also
effective”168. As we are going to understand in the next paragraph, this advantage
is partially true, because it is risky to say that organizations will not face any costs
if they use gamification in their recruiting processes.
“One of the key advantages of using gamification in recruitment relies on
the fact that not only will candidates be coming back regularly to interact with your
brand, but they will be acting as advocates for your brand”169. In fact, users are
spurred to play again and to continue following the brand, but at the same time,
thanks to the need for completing new levels, or to receive rewards, they are
incentivized to invite friends and family members to participate. When players
invite others to play, these new people are put in contact with the brand and the
company. It could grow an interest in them, or they could know, in turn, someone
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else interested in that job position. It works as an infinite chain that opportunely
arranged can bring elevate results.
Furthermore, gamification has positive acknowledgement because it can
be considered a sort of “big data approach”. Indeed, connected with the idea just
exposed, the continuing communication among friends and acquaintances
increases the brand acknowledgement around the world. This, in turn, increases
the number of possible candidates and the last enlarges the range of talents
available. The data analyzed are the ones revealed by a system, which should
monitor the responses of users while playing. For example, “Polish-based
Gameboxed has a set of 50 different logic games that test users in certain
functions, like logical thinking or foreign languages. The games are integrates
with social networks, so players can easier reach out and refer friends. When
players achieve certain scores, the company can reach out and ask the player to
submit a résumé”170.
Another advantage is that, except for the amount of numerous people the
organizations can attract, which was also an advantage of e- and social
recruitment, the most important thing is that organizations can “attract a more
diverse group of applicants”171. Indeed, this is what companies are looking for,
the majority of times, they do not need to find the most prepared manager, but
the talent who is able to look after, to be creative and innovative. And this is the
“special something” we were speaking above.
The use of gamified recruitment can also increase the positive image of
the organization and at the same time the employment brand. In fact, if potential
applicants see that the company is so innovative even from the recruiting point of
view, it could mean that it is innovative also in the production processes and it
can be highly attractive for talents, even if working for other competitors.
It is relevant to underline that the gamified solutions for recruitment are
direct to give a concrete result, which is to be hired. Indeed, for example while
you are solving the “test” of serious game during the interview or the business
challenge, the important outcome does not consist of badges or leaderboard, but
the fast achievement of a position. In fact, “back when Farmville was a thing,
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earning badges was a big deal. In today’s digital gaming world, players are no
longer drawn in by the allure of fake online rewards like badges and trophies.
That’s why education and learning applications […] are reinventing this appeal by
putting the emphasis not on badges and trophies, but on real-life rewards”172.
Another advantage of the gamified solutions is that they are versatile
because the designer can adapt them to the situations and can modify the
conditions of realizations so that the candidate cannot be prepared enough, and
it facilitate the sincerity of people because their selection depends only on their
personal characteristics.
To conclude, a single gamified solution can be exploited in different ways.
They represent a rapid and less expensive way to attract people. If you leverage
on game and fun, people pleasurably and unconsciously will print your brand
image in their mind and finally can spread the information. It is important to
highlight the fact that when organizations create a good game-based solution, it
can be exploited for different functions. For example, you can make up a good
solution, which enables your hiring managers to understand if the potential
candidates have the right and desired attitudes. It can help applicants to realize
if they really are looking for that specific job position, and if the mansions required
are the expected ones. It can be of service to drive your employment brand,
because most of the times people have to distinguish between their perception
of the organization from the point of view of a customer and from the point of view
of a potential candidate. Not related to the recruitment process, you can exploit it
also to spread your image toward even more people, to increase the number of
visitors in a website, but also to communicate some messages about the values
and the mission of the organization. Without entering in depth, the marketing and
the HR departments could find a point of convergence reaching different
objectives exploiting the same tool.

Even if this effective tool is developing with success especially among big
corporations, we need to underline some of its pitfalls.
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First of all, we need to make some considerations about the costs faced to
sustain this new solution. Organizations can create their own games to attract
new talents, but designing the right one with the specific elements and
characteristics appropriate to understand the candidate is not easy. Even if some
authors think many recruitment agencies will come to death173, we believe that in
any case organizations will need someone to design the games for them so
maybe it cannot be consider at zero costs. In fact, the difference compared with
e- or social recruitment is that now, agencies will work only for small realities,
which cannot have a great HR department and will maintain a relationship with
hiring agencies. It again demonstrates that the advent of this new kind of
recruiting activity does not mean the death of the previous ones.
Second, perhaps the realization of business games could be easier than
the make up of a serious game, but we think that any organization will need to be
supported by experts of gamification. In fact, if the mechanics behind each
gamified solutions, are not applied in the right way, they could cause one of the
negative effects analyzed in the second chapter. It has been demonstrated that
“80% of gamified apps will fail to meet business objectives, primarily due to poor
design”174. In fact, as we said before, first it is important to understand what the
organization is looking for in terms of soft skills, and second, it is essential to
translate these needs and requests in the right forms of gamified solutions. It is
paramount to avoid wrong results and failures.
One of the main limits of gamified recruitment, and of all the gamified tools
is the long-term utility. If the tools are not involving the user, the players stop using
it and it becomes only a cost for the organization without any benefit. We need to
make same considerations. In fact, it depends on the kind of experience we are
facing. If the organization is realizing a sort of game-based competition, the
duration of the experience is predetermined. The only aim it has for candidates
is to be hired and generally the yearned for position is unique and of difficult
achievement.
If the organization is exploiting a serious game, it depends on the kind of
strategies used. If you are asked to play during a job interview, the game-based
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tool should be able to provide you rapid data about the candidate. If it is realized
with a different aim, as for example, spreading the brand image or trying to whet
passive candidate, the long-term is important because you must create a sort of
network of people able to reach as many people as possible.
We think that one of the main disadvantages and risky consequences of
gamified recruitment is that potentially, people who are not employed do not have
the right abilities or characteristics required. It could be humiliating for anybody
who is not chosen because potentially, if it is true that they consider the innate
abilities, it means that despite the training, the study or whatever, they could
never reach the desired position.
One of the risks candidates could face is to underestimate the importance
and the validity of the test. “While game-based testing works well in an early
education environment, many test takers are skeptical of its applications in formal
assessment. Some test takers fear that if an assessment is gamified, this
promotes the idea that the exam is less formal, or that the answers don’t hold as
much importance—even if they do. Administrators risk the chance that people will
take the exam less seriously, and thus perform worse than they would have on a
traditional test”175. In some way, we could think that this makes the candidate
even more sincere because managers could understand their commitment in
tasks and the responsibility they have in anything they do.

In the next chapter, we are going to analyze different gamified solutions
for recruitment. We would like to organize the study of each tool in the same way
to reach a final comparison of the various experiences in order to understand how
these different tools work. We are going to divide each section analyzing in detail,
game and motivation, game design and context.
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FOURTH CHAPTER

In the previous chapter, we understood how gamification can help
recruiting activities to achieve the best talents, fulfilling the main processes
necessary to reach the competitive advantage and the success of organizations.
In this chapter, we are going to analyze and compare different kinds of
gamified solutions for recruitment, considering how different strategies can lead
to the best results.

“Only 44 percent of human resources pros said their organizations use
objective data on employees’ competencies and skills to make workforce
decisions, according to a survey of 600 by SHL”176. It means that finding the right
people and keeping them within the organization is not an easy business. In this
sense, and as we are going to see throughout this chapter, gamification can help
organizations in the process of talent hunting.
The gamified solutions for recruitment are varied, and even if these
techniques are not extremely widespread, we would like to understand if they are
useful and effective.
Here, we could do a brief digression about the terms gamified recruitment.
We prefer to speak, here, about gamified solutions for recruitment because the
gamified recruitment is not well defined. In fact, the multiple tools used to recruit
and select candidates are so different to each other that sometimes they can be
thought of as things belonging to different fields. We think it would be useful to
identify all these solutions as game-based recruitment because they present
gamified tools mixed with other mechanics not properly defined as gamification.

Are you hiring and managing like your father’s generation?, June 16, 2014. Available at
http://www.insurancejournal.com/magazines/features/2014/06/16/331909.htm Accessed 3 November
2015
SHL Talent MeasurementTM products and services are an important part of the CEB Talent Management
portfolio. CEB is a best practice insight and technology company, which works in partnership with
leading organizations around the globe. They develop innovative solutions to drive corporate
performance.
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Before starting our analysis, we would like to explain the division chosen.
In fact, we are going to present each single case study saying what it consists in.
Finally, we are going to analyze the gamification elements to understand if the
gamified solutions respond to the definition given at the beginning of the work. In
particular, we will focus on:
-

design, as the experience faced by the user and realized by the
capable designer, sometimes with the help of psychologists or
neuroscientists;

-

context, chosen by the organization, which can be standard or adapted
to the job;

-

and finally, the game elements to understand which game mechanics
or dynamics are recalled in the various solutions.

The example we selected and that we are going to focus on are: Knack
games, L’Oreal’s tools (Reveal and Brandstorm), Inner Island by MSC Cruises,
Virtuoso by GraviTalent, ConnectCubed’s games, Ace Manager by BNP Paribas
and Multipoly by PwC.

Knack is a tiny start-up based in San Francisco, which provides serious
games able to match people with opportunities. The informal word “knack” means
talent or special skill or ability, and here is the thorough idea of the organization.
In fact, its mission is to find the best talents helping them understand their abilities
and helping companies to identify ideal workers. Games have not been realized
for enjoyment, but are used to collect data about people’s capabilities.
The idea made up by Guy Halfteck grew to find an effective alternative to
the usual questionnaire and interview process that was expected by recruiting.
This alternative should have been “capable of gauging your strategic thinking,
creative insights, and performance under pressure”177. The CEO said: “I was a
lawyer but I wanted to change, so I answered a job listing at a hedge fund. […]
They put me through a flurry of interviews and ended up not hiring me.
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Meanwhile, I’d invested months. So besides the humiliation, it was also a waste
of time. It was that experience that pushed me to find a more efficient model” 178.
The brief anecdote recalls the idea that gamification can increase the
efficiency for companies in their recruitment processes, but it is a way to support
also the candidate, who does not need to waste time to receive a rejection.
Knack has developed these games also because the market for talent is
becoming more and more competitive and, to report some forecasts, “by 2020,
the McKinsey Global Institute estimates that we will have a global shortfall of 40
million college-educated workers, as well as a deficit of 45 million workers with
secondary-school

educations

and

vocational

training

in

developing

economies”179. It means that the amount of people well prepared, from an
educational point of view, is increasing day by day. For this reason, the old ways
of recruiting talents, with the help of perceptions or CVs is not sufficient anymore.
According to the consulting firm McKinsey & Company, Knack can be
defined as a group of data-driven talent discovery tools, because they enable
organizations to collect data about people to understand who are the right
candidates, able to appropriately carry out the tasks they need. They suggest that
companies that “make efficient use of the digital platforms […] can increase their
productivity by up to 9 percent by hiring the right workers for jobs often and more
quickly”180.
Thanks to the mechanics of its games, Knack is able to “apply analytics to
large sets of data so that companies can better understand the combination of
skills, knowledge, and traits that characterize their most productive employees
and hire accordingly”181.
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It is not possible to understand the deep mechanisms behind the company
Knack because the idea is covered by secret, which enables them to keep it new
and unique. However, the basic concept is that “in every Knack game, each
decision is recorded and transformed into data by special sensors that enable
algorithms to process player behavior”182. While people are playing, the
algorithms behind games are able to track the personal skills and abilities. It is
not clear how these algorithms work, but the company team “has expertise in
behavioral and cognitive neuroscience, big data and data science, computer
science and software engineering, game design, and user-experience design”183
who help them analyze data efficiently and with scientific rules.
To give an example, we have just reported in the previous chapters, one
of the most famous Knack games is Wasabi Waiter, which takes only ten minutes
to play and it enables the company to understand personal skills. Guy Halfteck,
Knack’s founder, said that while people are playing they “generate several
megabytes of data, exponentially more than what’s collected by the SAT or a
personality test. (They measure) how long you hesitate before taking every
action, the sequence of actions you take, how you solve problems – all of these
factors are logged as you play, and then are used to analyze your creativity, your
persistence, your capacity to learn quickly from mistakes, your ability to prioritize,
and even your social intelligence and personality”184. It gives a portrait of what
the candidate is, considering his/her psyche and intellect and his/her abilities
considering what the company is looking for.
Even if it is not possible to understand the technical procedure by which
neuroscientists can understand the skills and competencies, we would like to
report how both businesses and job seekers can use it.
Before starting with its procedures, we need to explain that Knack identifies
what it calls “knacks”, which can be defined as the various parameters describing
the particular qualities. To give some examples, they refer to creativity, teamwork,
critical thinking, as well as problem solving, tenacity or others. These knacks have
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been divided into three different groups considering the “field” they cover. They
can be distinguished among the outright Knacks, Powerknacks and
Superknacks. As we can see from the boxes in the following pages (Box 4.1 and
Box 4.2), Knacks comprehend:
-

mindsets, which are the beliefs and perceptions about yourself and the
world around you;

-

decision-making, which represent how you evaluate options and make
choice;

-

social and emotional intelligence, which refer to the aptitude towards
relationships;

-

character and leadership, which are how you carry yourself and
influence others;

-

thinking, which represents how you face problems and how you
reason;

-

and finally, creativity, which represents your ideas and innovation.

Powerknacks indicate the competencies and represent a sort of subgroup
of knacks, while the Superknacks are the educational fields indicating one’s
potential for success185.
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Box 4.2 – The Powerknacks and the Superknacks

Box 4.1 – The Powernacks and the Supernacks.
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Box 4.2 – The Knacks and their subdivisions.

Now we are going to understand how it works in the sense of how
companies are helped to find the top talents available in the market considering
their needs. Knack invented two kinds of applications depending on the subject
interested. The two apps are the Business App and the People App.
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The Business App is for companies, which are looking for candidates. The
steps to reach the goal of hiring people are many.
Firstly, you need to register free on the Knack website to create your
account. You create a sort of profile in which you can add the brand name, the
logo and you can give some information.
Secondly, you have to create a job opportunity. You must select your
knacks, which can help you measure specific qualities and characteristics you
think your candidate should have to carry out the tasks you need in your
company. Therefore, you should select Superknacks, considering the mansion
you need and then you can combine them with other particular characteristics
you consider essential. In this way, you will have a dashboard, which shows your
opportunities. Of course, these opportunities must reach the potential candidates.
Thirdly, to achieve this goal, you should share your opportunity through
social network websites or email channels. What is important is that people
applying for your job opportunity can play only entering with a specific code you
give. This code is essential because only logging in with this password can you
receive the data about how they play.
Finally, your company pays considering how many people it prefers to
consider in the ranking, or it could pay a fixed price per month186. At the end, you
can make your choice.
“The data collected during game play is analyzed to find applicants with
the characteristics that best fit the role a company is looking to fill. This match is
made by comparing a job-seeker’s results with successful employees already at
the firm”187. It means that the ideal way each firm should follow is to let the best
employees play the games to track an ideal and perfect profile of what they are
looking for. Then, you should create a job opportunity requiring the same knacks
as the model of perfect worker.
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The People App is available free, for people of each nationality, race, or
work. People can play with a defined idea of looking for a specific position, but
also only for enjoyment without other intentions.
We personally followed the path to play with the app. Once you download
the app, you must register. You can use your Facebook profile or register
autonomously. Then they ask you some questions, which are optional, but good
to help those finding jobs relevant for you. They ask you where you come from
and what kind of job you are looking for. Finally, you need to download one among
three games: Wasabi Waiter, Balloon Brigade or Meta Maze. To play the games
you need to download each single application. It is important to underline that
each game is able to analyze specific data, so the ideal thing is to play all three
games. Once you play the games, you can go back to the knack application and
read your best qualities.

Figure 4.1 – A representation of Knack results after playing the three games.

As you can see from figures 4.1 and 4.2, the algorithm provides you with
Knacks, Superknacks and Powerknacks (not all of boxes 4.1 and 4.2) that best
describe your personality and each of them has a sort of score measured in stars
(from 1 to 5), which describe the level of that characteristic.
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Figure 4.2 – A representation of Superknacks and Powerknacks.

The design of games appears very similar to the design of games you can
play on the social network or on your smartphone, like for example Farmville or
Angry Birds. In fact, you can play them also like ordinary games simply
downloading the applications on your smartphone or laptop and without
registering on Knack. Once you have played for the first time, you can play again,
but the results in the Knack application do not change, because your reaction
time or the knowledge of games change your performance.
The interesting aspect is that the design behind them is based on a
mathematical algorithm. It means that not only game mechanics are exploited to
make recruiting enjoyable, but also there is a huge study behind the creation of
these games. Despite the fact that these algorithms are unknown for professional
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secret, our aim is not to understand how it works technically, but how gamification
can improve and make a selection process objective.
The paramount thing is that each game is able to check and monitor a
number of data corresponding to specific personal characteristics. Indeed, it is
important, to have a complete image of the user that plays each one.
Another important aspect of the design of these games is that gamification
and social network websites go hand in hand. In fact, “the game has a social
networking component that lets players compare scores or promote their “knacks”
to companies, gamers who figure out those things might be rewarded”188. This
aspect gives the possibility to receive an infinite number of data from all over the
world and it means a great amount of potential candidates for companies looking
for new employees. At the same time the design and structures behind the entire
system of knack app and games applications gives a sort of ranking of the best
talents considering the knacks the organization selected at the moment of the job
proposal. Therefore, social network websites are essential to register into the
knack application, but also for organizations, which exploit this way to propagate
the vacant job position.

The second element of gamification in Knack is the context. The context
here is different considering the game the users are playing. We must underline
that games are fixed and they do not need to be connected with the role each
candidate will fulfill into the organization. There are three games and three
contexts.
In Wasabi Waiter, you act as a waiter and you need to serve your clients.
You have to understand the mood of each client and serve him/her the right dish.
Each dish corresponds to a feeling like, for example, happiness, sadness, anger
and so on. The more you proceed with the levels the more the number of your
dishes increases. Once you select the dish, you need to serve the client and then
you must clean the table, otherwise new clients cannot be seated. The more client
you serve with the right dish and in the fastest way, the more you achieve a good
result. However, “the goal is not to see who racks up the highest score, but to see
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how the applicant plays the game”189 and in this way, what is important is how
the player perceives the strategy.
In the Balloon Brigade, “your goal is to fill and launch colorful water
balloons at a legion of fiery invaders, who cross varied terrain to dismantle your
contraption. Balloons of different colors have different tensile strengths, requiring
quick judgements about how much to fill and where to launch – all of which gets
counted and funneled into the game’s patented data algorithms“190.
Finally, Meta Maze is a puzzle game in which you need to connect two
balls. There is a sort of path composed by different pieces, which can be turned
to find the right way (figure 4.3).

Figure 4.3 – Meta Maze before and after the completion.

The context as a virtual landscape, which is not connected with the context
of a real organization or shop and people are monitored while playing even if they
are not looking for a job.

As we said above, Knack provides three different games. These
videogames have been defined problem-solving games by Guy Halfteck. In fact,
all three contain a sort of problem you must solve. What is important for players
is that there is not a good and unique way to sort out the situation, but considering
the method you pursue, you have a different approach and consequently a
defined set of characteristics. We need to underline that there is not a right way
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to play, because the company offering the job position could have selected any
knacks.
Here, the aspect of motivation is not directly connected with the possibility
of looking for the job. We can say that it is shifted toward the game goals. Indeed,
your aim is to satisfy the clients of your virtual restaurant, rather than solving a
puzzle. It is paramount because game elements are used to distract people from
pursuing the job position, you cannot lie or say anything to convince people about
who you are. You have to demonstrate your strengths solving the game in the
way you consider most appropriate.
As we said above, “it’s not the final score that will count, but the hundreds
of tiny decisions taken every moment of the game, which, once it’s run through a
complex algorithm, will display the strengths and weaknesses of each
candidate”191. The fact that the techniques used to understand the abilities are
unknown, puts the players in a comfortable situation. You just need to play
because in some way you cannot lie to yourself.
The game element is fundamental, because people are certainly required
to play, and independently by the aim of the games, you play for enjoyment and
pleasure.
In Wasabi Waiter, the mechanics are the presence of time within which
you must serve your customers as well as you can understanding their emotions,
the different levels of difficulty with an increased number of emotions, and a sort
of score you receive once you have chosen the dish (depending on the decision
you took).
In Balloon Brigade, there is always a score for destroying the invaders
considering what kind of balloon and where you throw it. Here again we have
more levels and time.
In Meta Maze, the game elements are the length of time within which you
need to solve the level, the presence of levels, or the score for each level, given
in stars. To make the game more interesting, other mechanisms are used as for
example another predetermined time. You have a sort of clock with few seconds
within which you have to look at the puzzle and decide how to modify it, once it
191
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is ended the puzzle is covered again and each piece returns in its initial position.
Indeed, you need to unblock each piece solving a memory game.

’
L’Oreal Group is one of the most innovative companies, helping applicants
challenge themselves. “L’Oreal has been a long-time leader in recruitment. Since
1993, the Group has produced a dynamic portfolio of international business
games that encourage young people to realize their potential, develop their
professional skills and discover career opportunities having fun”192. What was
developed in 1993 is the Brandstorm, which is a “unique business competition for
students to unleash their creativity and apply ground-breaking ideas to one of
L’Oreal’s international brands and distribution channels”193.
In parallel with Brandstorm, TMP, which is a digital brand authority, was
asked to provide a gaming platform to find out the best talents in the world to fulfill
the company’s goals. They developed the game Reveal by L’Oreal, which is “a
unique experience for college students of all academic disciplines preparing for
the working world: they discover what a worldwide business is all about, and
assess themselves on real-life business challenge”194.
Therefore, we can conclude that L’Oreal Group has developed two
different tools for talent hunting, which are organized and developed differently.
The fact that they maintain both instruments means that gamification is not
referring only to serious games like Reveal, but dynamics and mechanics beyond
Brandstorm are considered game-based too.

The first thing to highlight is that both Reveal and Brandstorm are pointed
towards young people. Especially, those who are in the last two years of college.
In fact, L’Oreal ”was elected the most attractive employer by 130,000 students
from the world’s best universities”195.
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Reveal game is presented as a serious game available on the internet. It
lets people “experience the story of a brand new product launch process, from
the birth of an idea until the launch on the market”196. In this sense, we can say
that once you register, it is presented as a sort of video game in which people
play for enjoyment, but understanding the multiple aspects of a new product
launch. It means that the game is useful because, independently from the
eventual hiring, it can be considered a training tool, which introduces students to
the working environment of the company.
It represents a double advantage. From the point of view of the
organization, they are able to understand people’s emotional intelligence,
creativity and personal capabilities so that they can recruit the best talents from
the top universities. In fact, it has been reported that between 2010 (year of birth
of the game) and 2012, the Group recruited 200 young talents from the over
100,000 participants197. From the point of view of participants, it is a way to
understand the personal attitude towards work and which is the most adapt
position for them.
Through the game, students have the possibility of winning a trip to Paris
to watch the operative departments and to understand how they work, but
especially to have a job interview.

Figure 4.4 – Reveal – the game.
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Brandstorm is more appropriately considered a business game. It is
structured as a competition among groups of young students in the last two years
of university. The aim of the game is to register and participate practically to the
realization of a project, which is different every year. It offers “the students a
pedagogical and professional experience and the opportunity to take the role of
an International Marketing Director within the beauty products industry” 198.
Among many, one main difference between these two tools is the duration.
In fact, Brandstorm has an annual frequency and has a predetermined duration,
with a deadline within which the team must complete the phases to go on. On the
other hand, Reveal has an all year duration and could also be played only for
enjoyment, because it is the organization that directly selects people and decides
whether to hire them.

We would like to analyze the design of each gamified solution, starting
from the names. What has emerged is that both names refer to the idea behind
the games themselves. In fact, the word reveal recalls the verb itself, which
means to shed light on the talent, to disclose young people with high levels of
creativity and innovation. On the other hand, the word Brandstorm reminds us of
the word brainstorm, which means collecting or thinking up ideas. Here, the word
brain has been replaced with the word brand, because students have to look for
new innovative ideas about products for the brand L’Oreal.
Coming back to the design, the experience lived by the players of Reveal
is virtual but realistic enough because it contemplates what happens within
departments of the organization. “From the development of a product in
laboratories to its launch on the market, a virtual journey in the Group's
subsidiaries and meetings with colleagues around the world! You will have the
opportunity to test your skills in five business functions: Research & Innovation,

Official Rules of L’Oreal Brandstorm 2015. Available at http://www.brandstorm.loreal.com/conceptpage-the-game Accessed 12 November 2015
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Supply Chain, Finance, Sales and Marketing. And through personalized feedback
you can discover the job that is the most suitable for you!”199
The experience of young students participating at the Brandstorm is highly
stimulating and captivating. It is designed so that they are encouraged to create
a cohesive group (of three people) within their university. Then, they have to
register on the Brandstorm website and they need to create an initial innovative
idea so that they can be selected for the following phases. Let’s have a look at
the design of the experience in detail.
There are six steps which are the following (taken from the Brandstorm
website which is http://www.brandstorm.loreal.com/concept-page-the-game and
reported in figure 4.5).
Firstly, you should check which is the way you should follow. In fact,
L’Oreal has some partner campuses, which collaborate with it. For them, the
process is faster because the company has direct contacts with the campus and
can meet the groups easily. Once you understand it, you should register your
team in one of the following ways: simply online, if you belong to one of the
partner campuses; or online with a Wildcard if you do not belong to them.
Secondly, you should prepare a pre-case presentation. You can work
directly in the campus in the first case, and online if you are not in the partner
ones. Then, you should present your pre-case in front of the L’Oreal jury in your
partner campus, or send a presentation video on line. The winners of the campus
and of each country can go on to the other steps.
Thirdly, the winning groups can participate in the briefing day at L’Oreal.
This step is very useful because it enables groups to see on their own how the
company works.
Fourthly, you have four weeks to work with your team on a case study
directly on campus. In this way, the whole groups are near the company and have
the same conditions to participate to the competition.
Fifthly, there is the real competition in front of the jury, to present the
project.
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Figure 4.5 – Representation of the first three steps to access the Brandstorm competition.

Finally, the 45 National winners will compete to win the first three positions
in Paris in front of the final commission.
There are three prizes and comprehend respectively € 10,000 for the first
place, € 5,000 for the second, and € 2,500 for the third200.
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The winner groups will be hired by the company and can perform a function
in the organization with the possibility of becoming a great manager. The
participation in the competition is a great experience for various reasons, because
you can open your mind knowing other foreign groups of people and because
you can work on your own near one of the giants in the market.

The contexts here are a little bit different. In fact, for Reveal, the user is
playing at a serious game and the level of pressure is very low. The worst thing
that could happen is that you played only for pleasure and you have understood
your potentialities.
On the contrary, during the business game, the pressure is higher. The
ideas about game mechanisms remains, but the atmosphere changes
completely. The candidates are under pressure and it is transformed into a real
test. However, we consider that the level of self-confidence is high enough
because candidates work in groups and they arrive at a very high level compared
to the multiple people who applied. It is a good way to make everyone selfconfident because even if the general trend is to hide behind screens, practice is
always essential and formative.

Reveal is a veritable serious game. The challenge comprehends the
creation of a new product for the brand and “through this mission the players get
introduced to the different departments in the company while virtually traveling
through the world”201.
The principal mechanics and game dynamics are the fact that you have a
virtual avatar, who represents you within the game and through the experience.
You can meet other avatars of colleagues all over the world and you are
constantly informed about the leaderboards not only in your country, but also in
the others202.
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As we said above, Brandstorm is considered a business game and it refers
to a competition among groups of people. For this reason, the game elements of
the project are not as extensively developed as the other two aspects. In fact,
being considered a business game, or more appropriately a competition, the
virtual or gaming part is only in the initial phases where you need to register your
team to be selected for the participation or when you upload the video of your
project. Furthermore, the realization of the cases is more realistic and follows a
traditional path. The only one element is the idea of challenge among groups and
the possibility of developing a great level of creativity and understanding of the
organization, opening doors to the working world. Another element is that the
challenge pushed people to go on to pass the levels of the competition to reach
the final step, which is the presentation of the group projects in front of the L’Oreal
commission in Paris.
As each game, the rules are well defined and do not leave time for doubts.
Students know perfectly well which the steps they must follow are, and what
criteria will be used to judge them by the L’Oreal members.

Inner Island is the first practical case of gamification for recruitment in Italy.
It is the gamification tool proposed by MSC Cruises, which provides a mix of
games, quizzes and a business case, which put people to the test by solving
practical but virtual situations. It was devised in February 2015 to find out good
students and young graduates.
Like each gamified solution for recruitment we are analyzing, the aim of
this tool is to recruit the most appropriate candidates for vacant job positions. The
company cares about the personal abilities and skills, which distinguish each
person from the crowd. In this case again, the name does not seem casual. In
fact, the word island certainly refers both to the fact that MSC is a group building
cruises, which sail through the sea and connect different areas of the world
separated by the sea, and to the fact that the world is full of new islands that can
be discovered. On the other hand, the adjective inner refers to the interior and
hidden sphere, which characterizes each person and which is unique and innate.
Indeed, the purpose of the game is to find out the hidden islands, which represent
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the most prepared talents in the world, immersed and scattered in the sea of
people.

Inner Island is an application available on the internet. Again, it is
connected with the social network Facebook, so it is easily reachable by
everyone. It is divided in three phases, which consider an initial quiz with various
questions, followed by three serious games, and finally, you have a business
case to carry out.
“Thanks to Inner Island, you can discover your inner potential and express
you talent and passions: you will have the chance to submit your ideas and
interpretations about key aspects of holiday and cruises”203.
Before starting, the game needs to obtain some information, to understand
your provenience, your possibilities of working in a country, but especially your
age because this tool was born to look for young people between 18 and 25 years
old204.
Registering directly with Facebook, the system acquires the necessary
information and you can skip a passage.
At the end, the journey among all the three phases will enable the
organization to understand which are the eight best candidates and will hire them
within the company for a paid internship, among the headquarters in Italy, Spain
and France.

The game design is structured with the purpose of filtering and
distinguishing students with the right potentialities in the crowd of people.
We would like to open a brief parenthesis about the fact that the design
comprehends the registration through Facebook. There are not any alternatives,
and this aspect could seem a sort of limit because it means that the unknown
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talents, who could have no social network, would never be reached. On the other
hand, the diffusion of social network websites is simply a tool to achieve and
obtain the information required by the game. Therefore, we could say that even
if it seems limiting, this is a way to facilitate the process in order not to lose
important information and to make the recruiting activity faster.
As we said above, the game is divided into three phases. The first level
comprehends the quizzes. The candidate must answer four multiple-choice
questions and a final open question. The quiz is structured so that candidates
can answer as potential customers realizing their ideal island. The quiz gives the
company a clear idea about how people think. This aspect is useful not only to
understand the inner aspect of future employees, but it is especially good as a
sort of survey about how people like travelling or spending their holidays.
Therefore, it has a double purpose205.
This level puts users in a comfortable situation because they are not under
pressure, but they easily answer, unconsciously sending information about how
they perceive defined situations. The answers give clear signals about how
candidates think and how they could behave in their job considering the way they
view some aspects of holidays and trips.
At the end of the first phase, you can receive a sort of postcard of your
ideal island, but we think that this reward is not satisfying enough for the user. In
fact, you do not receive any badges or points, you can only share your
achievement on Facebook. Having said that, we would underline that, compared
with the recruiting tools analyzed above, the first phase of the game here cannot
be played for pleasure, because it is not very enjoyable or engaging. Once you
have answered the questions one time, it is boring and repetitive.
Even if we do not have proofs of this, applicants could think that the first
phase is not only a survey, but that the game could collect data also about the
readiness and speed with which they answer. It could be also used as a test to
study their awareness and their self-confidence.
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The second phase, which sees the user dealing with the real serious
game, comprehends three mini-games testing the logic abilities of candidates206.
Here, there is no temporal pressure, because you can solve them exploiting all
the time you need. The user can also decide to skip the games, but all the data
collected are parameters describing how people behave. These serious games,
which are more exiting, could be played only during the selection period, which
went from February to April 2015. It is not clear if there will be another edition of
the game for 2016.
These games test logic abilities of candidates and their mathematical
knowledge. The decision of skipping some of these games is a significant data
and acts as an entry barrier for people. It is a sort of selection, which exclude
people with low levels of logic or people who tend to give up. Below we can see
figure 4.6, which shows an example of logic game. In this game, at the beginning,
candidates have only the light bulbs and need to connect them, without
intersecting the others to light up the city.

Figure 4.6 – One of the Inner Island’s serious games.

The third phase is more traditional. It comprehends a case proposal
invented by aspirants to improve one of the three areas considered, which are
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food & beverage, entertainment, destinations and wellness207. This step is more
practical and helps MSC understand who are the eight future employees.

The context is virtual and very comfortable because people can play at
home. The first level is a quiz, but the questions are very personal and do not
judge candidates. There is not a right or wrong answer, it is just a survey to
understand people’s point of view. The goal here is not the recruiting one, but it
is to collect information about locations and preferences of customers. This is a
precise example of how gamification tools can cover various fields and fulfil
different functions in one way.
The context of the second level is the more gamified because it is
composed by mini-serious games and the background is the one of whatever
game for smartphone. It is not perceived as a test by the candidates because it
resembles the common logical games played by people also for fun.
The context of the third level is more realistic because you need to propose
an idea to renovate a sector, and you work on your own. Here there is no
participation in teams, and even if it can be considered a sort of competition, it is
not perceived by candidates in this way. In fact, the pressure of the competitive
aspects are mitigated by the fact that job seekers are participating online from
their homes and they do not know the other participants.

As we said above, the game is divided in different phases, which are game,
quizzes and business case. The fun and game elements are essential to speak
about gamified recruitment, and in this situation, they are not lacking.
The game phases are called levels, and it gives the idea of challenge
essential to motivate the user play. In the first phase, the game elements is the
frequency of different questions, which enable candidates to answer about their
personal tastes, but also to think about particular situations. In fact, questions are
not about which breakfast you prefer, but they ask you what kind of animal you
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would be and so forth. Moreover, the realization of the virtual island with the
characteristics you choose with the questions is typically a game element.
The second phase is structured as a challenge with yourself to solve logic
games. You do not have time, leaderboards or points, but you try to do your best
to solve them.
The third phase is a competition and it looks like the Brandstorm case in
some way.
The motivation for candidates is given by the possibility of obtaining the
job position, but also by the fact that winners are published in the MSC website.
It makes the challenge even more motivating and satisfying for those who are
playing because it is an honor and everyone can see their success.

GraviTalent is a Hungarian-Italian company that revolutionized the
recruitment process through the exploitation of gamification. “GraviTalent has
developed engaging & effective games that function as a tool to evaluate existing
employees, build high performing teams, or find the right talent by measuring key
behavioral skills”208. Among the games they have developed, we identified
Virtuoso, which is a “gamified recruitment application to assess candidates on
multiple behavioral traits”209. As we are going to see, the basic idea behind this
tool is similar to the one of Knack, because the company team realized a serious
game able to identify different areas of people’s ability to solve or react to a
presented situation.

As we said above, “GraviTalent provides a data-driven assessment
method by serious games that identify behavioral strengths to help ICT
companies hire the best fit talent and build high-performing teams”210. Virtuoso is
able to identify three different areas of the individual, which are cognitive style,
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work attitude and work style. Each of them is divided into three dimensions, for
nine aspects analyzed in all.
The Cognitive Style comprehends: problem solving described as the
ability to select and apply generic or ad-hoc methods to ill-defined challenges;
strategical thinking that is the ability to plan steps of action ahead to reach a goal;
and ingenuity as the ability to think outside the box.
The Work Attitude has: perseverance, as the ability to make an effort for
an extended span of time; resilience that is the ability to stand up after a failure;
and the go-getter, which is the ability to translate a demand into action fast.
Finally, we have Work Style that contains: speed at work; precision in
terms of few errors; and efficiency as the ability to reach the goal211.
All these three areas are analyzed considering how people play and solve
the present situation and finally, the system provides a sort of scheme about the
performance and the attitudes.

The experience consists of creating a sort of network starting from the
base. The base is composed by a triangle, moving the mouse on the screen, near
the sides of the triangle, you can create a new one (look at figure 4.7).

Figure 4.7 – Instructions to build up the network.

The aim is to build a structure high and resistant enough to reach the
center of the sun. The first level is very easy because the sun is very low and you
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do not have obstacles. On the contrary, second level is very hard. The sky is full
of fixed rubble, which destroy your network.
The candidate must build the network so that it encircles the rubble,
without touching them. It seems easy, but the problem is that the new pieces of
net are heavy and move down with gravity. Indeed, candidates must interlace the
lines so that they sustain themselves without collapsing.
Below there is a representation of the two levels (figure 4.8).

Figure 4.8 – Levels 1 and 2 and the representation of the solution found out by one of the
successful candidate we analyzed.

The context is playing in the space to achieve your object and even if it is
always play, we could consider it more logic than the other games. In fact, you
face a challenge of reaching an objective, which is very difficult. At the end, the
game tells you that only 20% of people have been able to finish the game. For
this reason, it can be considered more frustrating while you are playing compared
with the other serious games presented in the previous case analyzed.
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Figure 4.9 – Time and level presentation.

The pressure is very high because you should pass two levels in only 20
minutes (figure 4.9); moreover, at the top there is the time scoring backwards.
There is also the possibility of restarting the game, but only to create a new
network and time continues going on.
Furthermore, the context is different also because you cannot play only for
enjoyment, without being invited. In fact, after registration, the company
interested can invite you and you will receive a request of playing, but you do not
know the provenience. It means that the company, which asked you to solve the
game is interested in your results and could know how you performed.

Virtuoso is a serious game and the user is invited by the interested
organization. The game is presented as an opportunity of interest for the sender.
We think that this situation could create a sort of anxious feeling of being judged.
In this case, the motivation is to pass the test and the frustration felt while you
understand that you are not able makes (in some way) the natural and
unconscious engagements of the other games fail.
The game elements refer to the fact that this game is structured in two
levels. The challenge is with yourself, because you need to solve the critical task,
even if at the end you understand that more or less 80% of people are not able
to conclude the test.
It is important to underline that the game can be played only one time,
because, in this way, the results are not influenced by knowledge. They prefer to
analyze people considering their innate and instinctive abilities in front of
unexpected situations.
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As we said above, it is the organization that chooses to invite people to
play. GraviTalent lets you have five free invitations, and once your candidate
answers the mail and solves the game, you directly receive the results. The
results are presented as graphics, you have the individual reports, but you can
also make some comparisons among candidates.
The individual report has four lines of opposite qualities, and they give you
your candidate’s position with a brief sentence describing the applicant. The
dimensions analyzed are intuitive vs analytical, experimenting vs focused,
conventional vs innovative and finally specialist vs generalist (figure 4.10).

Figure 4.10 – Report of Mrs. Julianne’s performance while playing Virtuoso for the first time.

Behind you have a sort of spider web with different characteristics at the
corners and an internal line saying the level of each specific point in a range
among 0 and 10. The characteristics analyzed are nine and are the dimensions
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reported above in this text212. The figure 4.11 is very useful to understand the
analysis.

Figure 4.11 – Report of Mr. James’s performance while playing Virtuoso for the first time.

We analyzed three different candidates, to understand the differences.
Each one received different reports describing their attitudes and abilities. We
decided to do not report them here because we are not looking for a specific
candidate, we just experimented the game to understand how it works and how
the organization can decide the right person selecting the desired characteristics.
GraviTalent offered another version of Virtuoso, which name is Virtuoso
multiplayer. It gives you the possibility of analyzing more than one candidate at
the same time, and you can understand their abilities to collaborate. “With the
multiplayer version of Virtuoso you can assess team synergies, competitiveness
and cooperation”213; this helps companies in creating the best team for them, with
the right characteristics adapt to find out new innovative ideas, as well as solving
problems.

ConnectCubed is a startup based in New York and founded by Michael
Tanenbaum and Tony Lee. Thanks to the company methodology, “HR leaders
now have the ability to focus on what HR is really about: making your
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organization’s people better, and solving real business problems relating to
people”214. More than 100 global organizations use ConnectCubed to solve their
human resource related problems. What we are interested in is that
ConnectCubed is able to use “gamification elements to assess IQ and
personality, to identify whether an individual fits a job opening”215.
“ConnectCubed also recruits students though outreach and campus
events to universities around the world”216.

Company can access ConnectCubed with different purposes. It is a
problem-solving tool, so it is able to identify problems in a working team or in the
interaction among people while working, and in particular, it can be used to
identify talents.
It is important to underline that, for recruiting activities, it works through the
comparison between current employees’ aptitudes and personalities, which are
used as models, and the ideal job seekers.
The process is divided into two phases. The first one consists in the data
collection. The Demo version invites “employees to take a 12-minute online
assessment battery consisting of a Big Five personality survey, as well as verbal
reasoning,

numerical

reasoning,

and

focus/concentration

aptitude

assessments”217 including all biographical data available.
The second phase is the analysis and it consists in the realization of a
statistically significant model to predict the characteristics of the future
candidates.
Later, in the section dedicated to gamification, we will see the game in
depth. Now, what is important here is that organizations can analyze their
candidate results thanks to the report provided by ConnectCubed. You can also
receive your report after playing the Big Five Personality Survey, as a candidate.
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The personality report, for example gives information about the big five
dimensions,

which

are

agreeableness,

conscientiousness,

emotionality,

extraversion, and openness. All five variables are valued through a number
between 0 and 100, and considered that, there is a sort of description of the
candidate’s attitude, considering the score obtained. The number reports the
percentage of that characteristic compared with the model they have. The model
is obtained by the company so that it puts the current employees through the
same games solved by the new candidate. So, in the case of agreeableness, the
candidate has the 33% of agreeableness compared with the model of employees
currently working within the organization (figure 4.12).

Figure 4.12 – Example of a report overview of a candidate.

The report says if they are more prone to collaborate, if they are organized,
creative, if they look on the bright side or not, and so on.
“ConnectCubed has an algorithm that sorts out students based on key
metrics that are relevant to their clients which ranges from skill, motivation, ability
to learn and adapt, and personality”218. Again, as for the Knack case or Virtuoso,
the mechanism, which stands behind the system is an algorithm that, through the
analysis of the data, can reach out the top talents.
“ConnectCubed helps you predict candidate performance using statistical
models. Statistical models take data and predict an outcome”219. The simple
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interview is no sufficient anymore to achieve best results in little time and with few
resources. “The data collected during game play is analyzed to find applicants
with the characteristics that best fit the role the company is looking to fill. This
match is made by comparing a job seeker’s results with successful employees
already at the firm”220.

The experience lived by the candidate consists of four different games.
The first is a sort of personality survey, which comprehends a series of 50
questions. These questions are based on self-evaluation that everyone makes
about himself. As we can see from figure 4.12, there is a sentence like “I shirk my
duties” and the candidate must answer in a ranking between “Strongly disagree”
and “Strongly agree”.
What is interesting is that, among the fifty questions, some are repetitive
or opposite to the previous one, so the system can also analyze candidate’s
coherence. The most important thing is that once you have completed the first
eight questions and then you go on, you cannot come back, so the game can
analyze also your frankness. To make an example you could find statements like
“I am often down in the dumps” or “I seldom feel blue” or “I often feel blue”.

Figure 4.13 – Big 5 Personality Survey and the example of two questions.
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These appear in different sections of the test, so the system can
understand if the candidate responds sincerely or considering what he/she thinks
should be right.
An important aspect is that, as we underlined more than once, these
games do not leave space for falsehood. Candidates show themselves as they
really are.
The second game is Working Memory Game that “tests reaction time,
focus, and mental bandwidth”221. It consists of a logic game in which the
candidate looks at an image, then he/she starts and says if the following image
is the same as the previous one or not, clicking false or true button (figure 4.14).

Figure 4.13 – Big 5 Personality Survey and the example of two questions.

Figure 4.14 – Working Memory Game.

The third game is Rapid-Fire Quiz that provides numerous questions on
the meaning of different words. It comprehends fifteen questions and you have
30 seconds to answer the questions. Of course, the time is essential to avoid
people looking in the dictionary. The game immediately says if the answer is right
or not and the candidate can make some sort of evaluations about the
performance.
However, the game not only measures the right answers, but also the
reactive time. Figure 4.15 shows an example of question.
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Figure 4.15 – Rapid-Fire Quiz.

Finally, ConnectCubed provides a fourth game, whose name is Spatial
Reasoning. The candidate has an image and a request. The request is of
realizing the same image he/she can see, but generating some changes as, for
example, turning the image “90 degrees clockwise” (look at figure 4.16).

Figure 4.16 – Spatial Reasoning Game.

At the bottom you have the four blocks you need. Clicking on them, you
can change their color and shape, so you can have a red square, a white one, or
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two triangles half red and half white. Depending on what you need, you can bring
them in the right quarters of the space where it is written “blocks go here”.

The context here is the typical serious game where the candidate simply
answers questions in the form of quizzes or plays logic games. The pressure is
given by the time, which is scoring rapidly while the candidate is playing.
However, the time presence is not to study people under pressure, because for
example, during the Big 5 Personality Survey, through the passages you can take
the time you need before starting the second phase. You are warned about the
time you will need and they say to start only when you feel ready.
We need to underline that, compared to the other serious games of this
chapter, ConnectCubed uses logic games and quizzes with the single purpose of
identifying personal attitudes, capabilities and emotional intelligence. Applicants
here, do not experience the game in an organizational and virtual environment,
but they simply play sorts of videogames.

Game elements are numerous. First of all these games or quizzes are
presented as brief serious games you could play also for enjoyment. The typical
game elements are:
-

the time left so you can understand how to cope with the following
requests;

-

your score to understand if you are answering rightly;

-

your progression within the game, not in the sense of leaderboard, but
in the sense of where you are considering the whole journey so you
know how many requests need to be completed.

Here, we have the score in terms of point received for each game, but the
mechanics about points and badges is not developed in a sense that allows the
game structure to collect the different points to create a rank. So, the candidate
does not need to collect the more points possible for a final selection.
“ConnectCubed combines short surveys and simple games to get a
nuanced portrait of the job candidate. The evaluation looks at things like your
reaction time, did you change your answer, and how long it takes you to figure
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out a game”222. In this case, these is no narrative or story-telling, because each
game is an end in itself and not connected with the others.

Ace Manager is the first adventure game provided by BNP Paribas, one of
the youngest European banks. The group “saw the light of day in 2000 as a result
of the merger of Paribas investment bank and BNP, the number one bank in
France”223. Being developed all over the world, this bank has a strong human
resource management. It faced its first experience of gamified recruitment in
2009. The adventure game, which has been developed by the organization, is
Ace Manager. It offers people the “opportunity to find out about the real economy,
to step into a banker’s shoes, and throw themselves into a business venture,
including young professionals, pensioners, and business leaders”224.
It is paramount to underline that “employee recruitment is based on three
main pillars that ensure the principle of non-discrimination: “transparency,
objectivity and respect”. These three principles are an integral part of the
recruitment process in all of the countries in which the Group operates, and put
the candidate at the heart of our recruitment process”225. This declaration of
intentions, given by the organization, highlights the importance of the objectivity
and the non-discrimination in the actions of the managers, whose goal is simply
to find the best talents favoring young students.

Ace Manager is an “online business game (…) that allows players such as
students to play the role of a banker and experience retail banking, investment
solutions and corporate and investment banking” 226, an adventure game aimed
to hire the best talents for the organization. It is oriented toward students under
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26 attending a Master’s Degree or a Bachelor’s Degree. The goal is to help young
people to become comfortable dealing with the banking world.
The candidate can register on acemanager.bnpparibas.com website
through Facebook profile or with an ordinary registration. Compared with some
of the previous case studies, we can notice that the registration through the social
network is not mandatory; in this example, they give an alternative.
Once the candidate has registered, he/she has to complete the log in with
other information. Since 2015, with the introduction of the seventh edition, it is
available to everyone, even if the rank remains reserved to students under 26227.
This introduction is due to the choice of HR managers, who decided to give
everyone the possibility to know their world.
The website for the registration is very easy, and what surprised us is that
you can select also your university of provenience, wherever you live. As we can
see from figure 4.17, we personally registered.

Figure 4.17 – Registration to Ace Manager, game of BNP Paribas.

Another interesting thing is that during the registration you are asked to
report the job positions you are interested in, your hobbies, and in particular, you
are asked to report a personal description in 140 characters max.
Furthermore, you can add your profile image, importing it from your
Facebook profile, or loading it from your computer.
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Figure 4.18 – Stages of Ace Manager.

Once you registered correctly, you need to build a team of three people,
or otherwise you can join an existing group. To choose your team members, you
can filter the group of people coming from your country, but also from your
university228.
Moreover, the game is structured so that you can apply only in a
predetermined period of the year, to achieve the different levels and to pass
through the various phases. Figure 4.18 shows an example of deadlines of the
8th Edition.

The experience of this adventure game is structured so that the candidate
has to carry out three missions. The goal is to lead a virtual bank helping three
managers of the organization to solve their requirements.
After the registration, participants have to create a team of three people.
They can create a new one, or they can join an existing one to participate.
Belonging to a team is mandatory, so it means that candidates cannot work on
their own.
The experience is realized with precise phases, which have various
deadlines. During the first phase, the team is asked to solve ten case studies,
which “are simulated assignments through which the Qualified Teams are put in
the situation of a banking professional responsible for conducting case studies
and must make decisions enabling them to work their way through the
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simulation”229. Each case study, which is called Inquiry has precise actions and
activities that can be taken.

The context here is the virtual setting of Universe City, in which candidates
operate as managers and need to fulfill requirements. The most important thing
is that applicants cannot achieve the goals on their own, but they have to
collaborate with other people. The other teammates could be also unknown
because they can send a request of participation in another group.
The fact that people need to work in groups to participate means that team
work and collaboration are essential qualities for the company. It makes a sort of
skim by itself because if the job seekers know that they are not good working in
groups they could decide to avoid their participation. This aspect works as a preselection.
The environment is highly competitive and the deadlines are well defined
also for the single inquiries. Players are informed about the time they have to
solve the requirements, but each team member can act on behalf of his/her group
and it makes the collaboration even harder, if the teammates do not know each
other.

Being an authentic competition, which only starts with the online game, it
presents a great amount of game mechanics and dynamics.
It is a competition and presents different levels, which puts the team
members in front of many different situations. Moreover, the different case studies
to be solved are like different missions, and during the serious game, there are
avatars of bank managers assisting you, or requiring your help to solve their
problems.
The case studies are divided into two groups: “Case(s)” and “Financial
Case(s)”230 and considering how participants solve them, the group can earn a
different amount of points. The points are called “aces” and their amount enables

Official rules for the Ace Manager competition – 8th Edition. Available at
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the group to go on in the competition. “The aim of the Competition is to obtain a
maximum amount of Aces to ensure that one’s team qualifies for the international
final, which (…) take(s) place (…) online (notably by means of a videoconference)
and during which the ten (10) finalist Teams (the Teams having obtained the
maximum number of Aces) will be given their final ranking”231.
At the beginning of the game, each team has an amount of 100.000 Aces.
It is interesting to notice that if one (or at most two) of the teammates is of different
nationalities, the team receives 500 Aces more. It is a way to favor collaboration
among different kinds of people and it is due also to the fact that, being
internationally diffused, the bank headquarters are composed by employees
coming from all over the world. Considering the differences in culture or habits,
the company prefers to reward groups, who strive to collaborate despite their
differences.
Each Inquiry can be a different exercise, with disparate and always
increased levels of difficulty; they can comprehend multiple-choice questions, fil
in the blank exercise, drag and drop exercise and so on.
Furthermore, the players receive the amount of points they get for each
game, so they can constantly know their score. On the contrary, the leaderboard
is not available. A ranking of the competition is given only at the end of
Competition phases.
Finally, another important game element is the narrative232 or story. In fact,
during the game, the player lives a sequence of connected events and situations
presented in a logic way, so that the experience is complete and realistic.

The last case we are going to analyze in our work is Multipoly233. It is the
game provided with recruiting purposes by PwC company. PwC, whose acronym
stands for PricewatherhouseCoopers, is the largest multinational professional
Official rules for the Ace Manager competition – 8th Edition. Available at
http://acemanager.bnpparibas.com/#/official-rules Accessed 3 January 2016
232
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services network in the world234. It provides services about Assurance, Tax
Advisory, Consulting, Financial Advisory, Actuarial and Legal ones. They believe
that their “professionals at the heart of (their) business strategy and success.
(…)(Their) business is impacted by a person’s personal and professional life. (…)
(They) recruit top talent with a focus on diversity and inclusion, with traditional
and nontraditional background”235. Considering that they are widespread in 157
countries around the world, they benefit from their huge experience and invest lot
of resources in HR.
The PwC Hungarian headquarter offers the game Multipoly in the form of
one of the most definite examples of gamified recruitment. It is a two rounds game
that introduces people in the virtual life of PwC.
Multipoly is oriented towards college students, with the purpose, once
again, of favoring young people finding a job while they are still studying. It is a
way to give the possibility to students who invested great years of their lives
studying and dedicating to the theory, of entering the working reality very well
prepared.
From the point of view of these organizations, not only PwC, but also the
previous cases, they give a chance to young people, but at the same time they
can increase these candidates’ abilities, letting their capabilities grow with the
company itself.
Multipoly gives the opportunity to live a virtual, but very realistic situation
into the organization. “According to PwC, over the past four years, 78 percent of
student players surveyed said they “wanted to work for PwC”. Not only did the
game contribute to a significant increase in the number of job applicants, but also,
after playing the game, 92 percent said they had a more positive view of the
firm”236. It certificates what we said in the previous chapters, in fact, gamification
can be exploited for different purposes at the same time, because people playing
discovered a great company, increased their opinion about it not only in terms of
brand image, but also and in particular in terms of employment brand.
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People can register for Multipoly through the social network Facebook or
through a standard registration in which you simply sign in with your data. It is
called also Multipoly Next and it is a “two-round game that consists of an online
part and a part based on personal participation, during which the player submits
a virtual application to the PwC company, takes part in the virtual interview
process and becomes the virtual trainee (intern) of PwC. The second stage of the
game, with the personal participation of the best players, takes place in the
Budapest office of PwC”237. As we can see here, the phases are two and even if
the tendency is to go always toward the online part, the presence of an interview
or a section in which candidates are “studied” personally always exists.
As in the Ace Manager case, we have specific moments in which
applicants can register and start the game. It is not always available, because the
company controls the whole phase personally during the execution.
The game is available for “any natural person who is at least 18 but less
than 26 years old, who registers in the game in order to participate therein and
has student relationship with a higher education institution or had one during the
12 (twelve) month period preceding the registration required for participating in
the game”238. It means again that it is only available for students under 26.
Once the first phase is passed, the first 6 people of the ranking go directly
to the second phase, while the other six will be selected by PwC experts among
the 44 remaining.

Multipoly is a serious game and it has been designed so that candidates
can experience a typical day life experience within PwC. “Throughout the process
players will participate in regular work scenarios, complete psychometric tests
and scenarios that are very similar to those experienced in an assessment
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centre”239. In fact, one of the main goals of the company is to let participants
experience the regular activities with a double aim.
First, job seekers can understand the company’s goals and values to
increase the employment brand and to let them realize if PwC is the right working
place for them. In fact, “the game allows job candidates to see just how ready
they are to work at PwC by placing them on teams and presenting them business
problems similar to those they would encounter on the job”240.
Second, the players act as trainees and for these reasons, once they are
recruited by the company they are more prepared, not only because they know
the business mindset, but also because they practically experienced some
activities. Indeed, “after a simulated job interview, candidates can try out roles
such as consultant, senior consultant, and manager. Job candidates must use
business acumen, digital skills, and relational skills in order to play the game”241.
Moreover, candidates “must attend trainings, join a community, negotiate
with clients, and solve numerous exciting tasks”242. Of course, these activities are
really virtual and comprehend multiple-choice questions, as well as logic games,
but they increase people’s engagement and knowledge.

The experience lived by candidates sees its setting in a “company‘s 3D
simulated environment. After the admission process, they become virtual
employees, and begin their traineeship. They follow a daily work routine: each
player has to visit meetings or lectures, accomplish tasks, face unexpected
random situations, as well as moral decisions”243. So, the context is the
organizational one, in which applicants deal with clients, colleagues and other
managers.
“The virtual environment on the outside looks like the building of PwC in
reality and players can move throughout the building to explore further tasks,
A. COPPENS, Gamification staff we love: Multipoly – recruitment game, June 4, 2014. Available at
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meet with their mentor and learn. The players can test out different roles and find
out about various departments”244.
To understand how the context is realistic, the organization gives a new
office in each grade of the game, where players act as if they were within the
organization itself (look at figure 4.19).

Figure 4.19 – Multipoly Next, representation of context where candidates play.

“Throughout the simulation the recruiting manager also learns a lot about
the candidate and their working style, just as they would when they would receive
a full report from an assessment centre”245.
The game elements are various. First, it is an adventure and serious game,
so it means that it is a sort of videogame in which candidates play enjoyably. For
this reason, “It’s also compatible with younger generations’ need for social media,
networking, quick information search and developing themselves through the
Internet”246.
Second, it is characterized by motivation and fun, which are important
elements of gamification. In fact, “it provides insight into the audit and consulting
A. COPPENS, Gamification staff we love: Multipoly – recruitment game, June 4, 2014. Available at
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profession in a fun way and builds engagement”247. Engagement is very important
to increase employment brand and to captivate interest of new employees.
Third, there are points that can be obtained through the different phases
and requests. They increase so that they enable the realization of the final ranking
through which the company can say who wins. Indeed, “after the fulfillment of
specific actions, required during the experience, the player achieves some points
in relation to the five competencies areas, which are relationship abilities, global
vision, business vision, technical abilities and leadership. The amount of points
achieved for each area is collected to create the rank”248.
Fourth, there are many prizes. Not only the possibility of being hired, but
also three prizes at the podium, which are, in order, a MacBook Pro, an iPhone6
and an iPadAir2. The presence of another gift, different from the achievement of
the job position is even more motivating for the player.
Fifth, the experience is a mix between competition, games and personal
interview. Here we can see how the game elements must be intersected with the
entire recruitment process to achieve great results in the selection.
Finally, time is important because the game is played in twelve days, and
it means that there is a sort of pressure of the competition, it cannot be played
only for enjoyment.
The game is very important for PwC, in fact it has been noticed by Noemi
Birò, regional recruitment manager of PwC Hungary, that candidates who had
played Multipoly were more prepared during the interview, compared with those
who hadn’t played. In fact, the game had prepared them about the company
values and the competencies necessary to work there”249.
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In this paragraph, we are going to analyze advantages, disadvantages and
effectiveness of the case studies reported in the chapter. The comparisons about
cases will be reported in the final chapter where we are going to present the
results of this paper and the premises for future studies.
The most important advantage is that gamified solutions for recruitment
help HR departments not to waste their time analyzing the numerous candidates,
of whom 80 percent has not the right qualities. In fact, in the majority of our cases,
the amount of data are managed automatically by the system, which is able to
create a ranking of potential employees, highlighting the more adequate
considering the request of the business. It means that we could spend minutes
to understand who is adapt or not, rather than months.
Secondly, the algorithms give the possibility of avoiding discrimination and
subjective judgements. The fact that games analyze only the performance of
players without knowing anything about their gender, age, race, education or
aspect, makes them the most objective way to understand intrinsic strengths. It
is objective at such a point that it avoids any kind of bias. For example, “according
to a national survey by the Employment Law Alliance (…) most American workers
don’t believe attractive people in their firms are hired or promoted more frequently
than unattractive people, but the evidence shows that they are, overwhelmingly
so”250. It means that our culture inevitably persuades us to behave in a certain
way and it makes us not flawlessly objective.
At the same time, “a person doing the interview is always subject to their
own biases about the candidate […] (and) the person being interviewed will
respond with answers he/she thinks the employer wants to hear, and the overall
experience for both parties is subpar”251. We can say that gamified solutions for
recruitment make hiring processes more meritocratic from candidate point of
view, and for this reason, they can instill more confidence and trust compared to
the other ways analyzed in the third chapter.
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Speaking about disadvantages, one of them is that these cases need “to
take legal measures to ensure, at a minimum, that companies can’t snoop where
we have a reasonable expectation of privacy – and that any evaluations they
might make of our professional potential aren’t based on factors that discriminate
against classes of people”252.
Another disadvantage, we have thought about is that probably these tools
are young-people-directed. In fact, for younger generations, it is normal to feel
comfortable with videogames, but maybe, for people of older generations, who
have not grown with all these technological tools, it could be very difficult to
demonstrate also the personality traits. These apparent inabilities could be due
to the lack of experience and practice with tablets or smartphones. However, we
consider this problem easy to overcome because as time goes by, everyone will
be inevitably obliged to keep up with the times.
Finally, an important ethical problem could be that knowing your abilities
and social or emotional intelligence, these cases are able to tell you what you are
good at. It means that “you don’t have to know the right people or gone to the
right school if you can pass the right kind of test or your data fits the right kind of
profile”253. In part, we agree with the fact that it is more meritocratic tool. On the
other hand, we think it could be dangerous and even scaring because if you do
not own the right qualities, no matter how much energy or time you spend, could
you ever increase your skills and reach or become what you desire?
An important thing we should ask ourselves is if this tool is effective. The
function of case studies should not be underestimated. We would report a brief
case about a GameChanger Company’s experience with Knack. This company
is a unit of oil giant Shell and it exclusively focuses on technological innovation.
It has a team that works with the aim of identifying potentially disruptive business
ideas. The goal is to find innovative and creative thoughts to propose them in the
role of venture capitalists, to proponents.
The problem is that they spend most of their time looking for people able
to look for something new. Haringa, an executive of the company, said that
“identifying ideas with promise has proved to be extremely difficult and time-
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consuming. The process typically takes more than two years, and less then 10
percent of the ideas proposed to the unit actually make it into general research
and development”254. Haringa decided to take the ideas to make contributors play
Knack games (as for example Wasabi Waiter) to monitor their characteristics.
The company took three-quarters of the creators and informed Knack about
which one had had the strongest and the weakest inventions. Knack tracked the
profile and then tried to understand which one (among the quarter remained
unknown) had had the best ideas. Knacks guessed. It happened “without ever
seeing the ideas, without meeting or interviewing the people who’d proposed
them, without knowing their title or background or academic pedigree”255.
This wonderful experiment demonstrates that Knack algorithm works and
it is a clear and effective way through which gamification moves. However, the
novelty of this realization cannot give us the proofs of its validity or about the
reliability of the other tools analyzed.
In particular, we would like to underline that “it will take time before
researchers determine how well these new assessments predict job
performance”256. In fact, considering the example we reported above about the
reliability, we have no demonstrations about it “because the algorithmic
assessment of workers’ potential is so new, (that) not much hard data yet exist
demonstrating its effectiveness”257. This is just an example, but to have proofs of
their validity there should be numerous cases demonstrating this. In particular,
we must underline that the cases we have reported and analyzed, are not enough
to achieve absolute results about gamification. In fact, only organizations could
develop an effective model through their experience.

To conclude, during this chapter, we have reported some of the many
examples of gamified recruitment that are developing nowadays. The impression
we had, since we started our work, is that the use of these new tools is becoming
everyday even more widespread.
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In the next chapter, we are going to report the results of our work
comparing the different case studies analyzed to underline similarities and
differences. Finally, we are going to reap the benefits of our work, not only in
terms of interesting discovery, but also in terms of contribution for future
developments of this theme.

FIFTH CHAPTER - RESULTS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

FIFTH CHAPTER

In the final chapter, we are going to compare the different case studies
analyzed in the fourth chapter. We want to report the results of each case, and
the main elements, so that we can make a comparison identifying similarities and
differences. Then, we are going to understand if the model identified in the first
three chapters corresponds to practical cases, and finally, we are going to report
our conclusive opinions and a great idea that could flank or precede gamified
tools for recruitment.

Considering the structure of the fourth chapter, it appears obvious that the
main elements, which characterize each one of the eight case studies are design,
context and game. Even if, most of the times, the single solutions are called
serious games, this is only the definition of the kind of games used. In fact, the
combination of these serious games, as well as business competitions, with
studied design, context and the presence of game elements mixed with fun and
motivation, breathes life into what gamification is.
Before making comparisons and considerations, we would report for each
case study, the principal characteristics. Then, we will sum up all information into
an overall table to enable the reader to understand the differences, but especially
the similarities among the examples selected.

Knack games are designed with the serious game format. Each game is
played online, and applications are connected with Knack App, which provides
information about data analysis. The design is based on an algorithm, which
collects and analyzes data received while candidates play.
The context is virtual in turn, because in Wasabi Waiter, the player acts as
a waiter; in Balloon Bridge, the user plays in a fantastic environment of monsters;
while in Meta Maze, the candidate acts to solve a sort of logic game.
Game elements are well developed, because we have avatars, points,
levels, time and score. Furthermore, the competition is with yourself but there is
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not a right way to play because they simply analyze your inner personality and
reactions in front of situations. For this reason, you are not right or wrong, but
more or less adapt to the characteristics identified by companies offering vacant
positions.
Furthermore, to register on the knack app, you can follow a standard
registration, in which you insert your data, or you can simply connect on your
Facebook profile.
Finally, the name “knack” recalls the word talent or ability, so the
organization tried to find an appropriate name that reminds people of its functions.
To sum up the information explained above, look at table 5.1.
Design
Serious game
format;
candidates
solve logic and
practical games
There is an
algorithm
which analyzes
data and
understand
candidates’
characteristics

Context

Virtual
context not
related to the
company
involved

Game
elements
Avatars,
points, levels,
time (of 10
minutes for
each game),
score,
challenge,
feedback
about results
Candidate
competes
alone

Registration

To play you
can register
through
Facebook, or
through a
standard way
Game is
available also
for enjoyment

Age limit

No age
limit
Available
to
everyone

Table 5.1 – Knacks main elements.

L’Oreal Group has developed Reveal and Brandstorm competition. We
prefer to report their information separately.
Reveal’s design is in the serious game format, because the player act as
an avatar within a simulated organizational environment. In fact, the context is
virtual and represents the L’Oreal company’s landscape where the candidate acts
as if he/she was a realistic employee trying to carry out an innovative product.
Indeed, game elements are the presence of avatars of the candidate and his/her
colleagues, levels, missions and challenges. The candidate again competes
alone and he/she can register through the social network Facebook or in a
standard way.
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Finally, the name recalls the revelation of the talent or the display of
people’s abilities and capacities. We need to underline that it is not available to
everyone, but to young students under 26. It is important to highlight that the
game is not available anymore at its official website www.reveal-thegame.com.
The reason for this elimination is not available. Table 5.2 summarizes Reveal’s
main properties.
Design

Serious game
format;
Candidates
follow game
steps to
create a
product

Context

Virtual
context, which
represents the
company
involved
(L’Oreal)

Game
elements
Avatars,
points, levels,
missions
challenges and
storytelling
Candidate
competes
alone

Registration

Age limit

To play you
can register
through
Facebook, or
through a
standard way

Less than
26 years
old

Game is no
more available

Table 5.2 – Reveal main elements.

Brandstorm is designed as a well-structured business game with defined
phases. The context is the real background of the university (or college) where
students start their project, and in a second moment, it is the reality of L’Oreal
organization. In this case, the context is not virtual because participants live a
realistic experience. Game elements are the mission, which is to elaborate a good
product through team work, the challenge of realizing the project in time and the
competition among groups of people. Each team is composed of three people
and they need to realize their idea following instructions given by the organization.
The registration is unique for the competition and you cannot exploit social
network websites. You can register only if you belong to a campus agreed upon
by L’Oreal, otherwise you need to achieve a wildcard, as we explained in
paragraph 4.3.2 of chapter four.
Moreover, it is important to underline again that only students under 26
years old can participate to the competition. L’Oreal chose this way because
young students have spent many years studying and they should receive the
possibility of reaching a good working position. At the same time, they can grow
directly with the organization, without external influences.
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Finally, the name again is referred to the creativity of people, who have
the mission of inventing a new product. Table 5.3 summarizes the main elements
of Brandstorm.
Design

Context

Realistic
context
Business
game format

University
context in the
first phase
company
context in the
second one

Game elements

Competition,
challenge and
mission with
defined rules
Candidate
competes in
teams of three
people

Registration
To play you
must belong to
a partner
campus, or you
must achieve a
wildcard of
your country in
the
predetermined
period

Age limit

Less than
26 years
old

Table 5.3 – Brandstorm main elements.

Inner Island has again the serious game format, in the first part, and then
it becomes a competition among individuals. The experience lived comprehends
an initial questionnaire, a series of mini-games and finally the realization of a
project. The context is online during the quiz and the mini games, and finally they
need to realize a case to be presented with a video. In this case, it is not virtual
because there is no realization of a context similar to a potential reality.
Game elements are the realization of an artificial and personal island at
the beginning, the challenge of solving the logic games in the second part, and
finally a competition. Less presence of score, time and points does not make the
experience less gamified, because we do not need to have all the game elements
available.
To register, the candidate must use the Facebook profile and can play on
his/her own. Furthermore, he/she should be less than 26 always to favor young
students and finally, the name of the solution refers to the innate abilities of
applicants, which are discovered like scattered and unique islands in the sea.
Table 5.4 summarizes these characteristics.
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Design

Online design
in the form of
quiz, then
serious minigames and
finally online
competition
with video

Game
elements

Context

Context that
gives people
the possibility
of realizing an
artificial
island, virtual
context in the
second part

Levels and
mission of
realizing a
captivating
project

Registration

Virtual islands,
levels
challenge and
competition

To play you can
register
through
Facebook and
you have no
alternatives in
the
predetermined
period

Candidate
competes
alone

Game is not
available for
enjoyment

Age limit

Less than
26 years
old

Table 5.4 – Inner Island main elements.

Virtuoso is a serious game in which the candidate must realize a network
to achieve the sun. Like Knack, it works through an algorithm, which is able to
understand some personal and inner parameters.
The context is virtual and its setting is the space, where the candidate has
to solve the mission. Game elements are the presence of a mission, two different
levels, obstacles that put users into difficulty and the challenge of achieving the
interested goal. There are no points or badges, but time is limited.
To participate the candidate must be invited by the interested organization,
so compared with the previous solutions the game is not available to everyone
and it cannot be played for enjoyment. Applicants play on their own, but there is
also a multi-player version in which organizations can ask them to collaborate
with someone else to understand their ability for working in teams.
Here, there is no age limit, because the organization decides those who
will be invited to play. In this case, they could also look for experienced and
mature people and it is a good solution to select candidates for the upper
positions.
Finally, also here the name recalls the idea of finding out the highest skilled
potential employees. Table 5.5 summarizes Virtuoso’s features.
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Design

Context

Serious game
format
Experience of
solving a logic
problem
There is an
algorithm
which
analyzes data
and
understand
candidates’
characteristics

Virtual
context, which
does not
represent the
company
You are in the
space

Game
elements

Mission, two
levels,
obstacles, no
helps and
limited time of
20 minutes
Candidate
competes
alone or in
teams
depending on
the request

Registration

To play you
must be
invited by the
company
looking for
talents
Game is not
available for
enjoyment

Age limit

No age
limit
Available
to
everyone

Table 5.5 – Virtuoso main elements.

ConnectCubed’s games have a complex design, because they are
divided into quiz for data collection and logic games in the form of serious games.
Here too, there is an algorithm behind each logic game, but also behind the quiz
because questions are repetitive and controversial to challenge the candidate
and to put him in ambiguous situations. The context is artificial and the candidate
plays logic games, but the virtual situation is not connected with the companies
that exploit these tools to recruit people. Game elements are time, score, levels
and progression, in terms of the position considering the whole path of the game.
Furthermore, to play applicants must be invited by the company looking
for talents, so the game is not available to everyone and it cannot be played for
enjoyment, like in Virtuoso case.
ConnectCubed is the name of the startup creator of the gamified solutions.
It is not the name of games, so in this case, they do not recall the identification of
working abilities and hidden talents. Each game has a specific recall to the logic
function if we think of “working memory game” or of “spatial reasoning game”.
They all remind candidates to the idea that they are studying their ability. In this
sense, we could say that these solutions could create lower levels of engagement
compared with the previous solutions. Table 5.6 summarizes the main elements.
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Design

Context

Serious game
format

Virtual
context, which
does not
represent the
company

Quiz and mini
logic games

You must solve
logic games
and answer
controversial
questions

Game
elements

Registration

Time, score,
levels and
progression

To play you
must be
invited by the
company
looking for
talents

Candidate
competes
alone

Games are not
available for
enjoyment

Age limit

No age
limit
Available
to
everyone

Table 5.6 – ConnectCubed games main elements.

Ace Manager is a veritable serious game in which candidates act in a
virtual environment similar to the banking one, so that they can face realistic
situations. The game elements are missions, levels, points, leaderboards and the
presence of logic game that must be solved. Job seekers play in teams of three
people and to play they must log in the BNP Paribas website through a standard
registration, or through the Facebook profile. Once they register, they need to
form teams of three people that could be composed of unknown mates, who must
be less than 26. Table 5.7 shows Ace Manager’s traits.
Design

Serious game
format
Player faces
realistic
situations
similar to the
banking world
and have to
carry out
missions

Game
elements

Context

Virtual
context, which
represents the
company
environment

Missions,
avatars, levels,
points,
leaderboards,
and
storytelling
Candidate
competes in
team of three
people

Table 5.7 – Ace Manager main elements.

Registration
To play you
must register
on the website
through
Facebook or
through a
standard way
in the
predetermined
period
Game is not
available for
enjoyment

Age limit

Less than
26 years
old
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Multipoly is a serious game that puts players in the condition of solving
some realistic situations that can happen within PwC itself. The design is
structured so that candidates solve quizzes, short logic games, tricky problems
and so on.
The context is virtual and it has been realized in the form of company
environment, which has been adapted to the game. It has been revealed that
employees recruited through this serious game have resulted more prepared
compared with those who have been hired through a standard way. Game
elements are missions, levels, solution of practical situations, avatars, challenge
and competition.
To register the candidate must wait for the predetermined period and have
to register on PwC website, without the social network. In this case, the game is
not available for enjoyment, but they can play only during the competition, so
applicants know that they could be compared to other people. Finally, the game
is available for students who are less than 26 years old. Table 5.8 shows those
features described.
Design

Context

Serious game
format
Player faces
realistic
situations
similar to the
PwC world
and have to
carry out
missions

Virtual
context, which
represents the
company
environment

Game
elements
Missions,
levels, points,
leaderboards,
storytelling
and practical
situations
(always
virtual)
Candidate
competes
alone

Registration

To play you
must register
on the PwC
website in the
predetermined
period

Age limit

Less than
26 years
old

Game is not
available for
enjoyment

Table 5.8 – Multipoly main elements.

In this paragraph, we have collected all information reported in paragraph
5.1 in an overall table (table 5.9), to show differences and similarities among case
studies. Now, we are going to analyze each element of gamification separately
to highlight the most important evidences.
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Name

Knack
Games

Reveal

Design

Serious
games

Serious
game

Context

Virtual and
generic
context

Virtual
Context
Company
environment
Realistic
context

Game
elements
Points
Levels
Missions
Challenge
Avatars
Mission
Levels
Points
Leaderboard
Project
realization
Challenge
Competition

Registration

Age
limit

Alone
or
Team

No

Alone

Less
than
26

Alone

Less
than
26

Team
of
three

Facebook
Standard

Facebook

Partner
Campus

Brandstorm

Business
game

Inner Island

Serious
game and
survey

Virtual and
generic
context

Challenge
Competition
Realization
of a project

Facebook

Less
than
26

Alone

Virtuoso

Serious
game

Virtual and
generic
context

Time,
Mission Two
levels

Company
Invitation

No

Alone
or in
team

Connect
Cubed
Games

Serious
game and
quiz

Virtual and
generic
context

Time, Score
Levels

Company
Invitation

No

Alone

Less
than
26

Team
of
three

Less
than
26

Alone

Ace
Manager

Multipoly

Serious
game

Serious
game

Company
environment

Virtual
Context
Company
environment

Virtual
Context
Company
environment

Missions
Levels
Points
Leaderboard
Practical
games
Missions
levels,
points
leaderboard

Country
wildcard

Facebook
Standard

Standard

Table 5.9 – Total table sum of all cases to highlight similarities and differences.

The design is one of the most evident similarities. In fact, the model
followed for the various gamified solutions is the structure of serious game, which
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is (as we underlined many times) a tool of gamification. As we know, serious
games are games realized with educational purposes. In fact, the majority of
these solutions are not only able to understand people’s capabilities and
emotional intelligence, but are also useful to increase their abilities. As we
remember from chapter four, it has been revealed that employees recruited with
gamified solutions are more prepared compared with those who have been hired
with traditional ways because they have just experienced the working
environment, even if in a virtual way.
We would remember that design represent the virtual realization of the
experience lived by players and even if it is commonly referred to as serious
game, solutions are numerous and often, they are combined together by
designers. In fact, some case studies follow a business game base (Brandstorm),
or a structure of questionnaire, and sometimes models are also mixed and used
simultaneously within the same solution (Inner Island and ConnectCubed).
The context is another similarity. In fact, it is virtual the majority of the
times. In particular, we are referring to the simulated experiences lived by job
seekers, who face artificial situations and need to solve tricky issues. It is
structured so that, they are immersed in the flow of thoughts where they act and
play without thinking about the competition or the fact that they are trying to apply
for the job position. Here, it is evident the presence of engagement felt during
games, which is what enables them not to perceive the pressure of the test which
is what normally happens during job interviews.
The context is distinguished between the company background and the
general one. In fact, some solutions are specifically realized for that particular
company, while other solutions are generic and useful for many organizations
independently by their sector, dimensions or kind of production. It means that the
ones with organizational environment are specific and introduce candidates in the
business environment that they will face if they are hired.
Game elements are different through the various cases, but it is normal
because these game mechanics, dynamics or components strictly depend on the
kind of experience lived by players. If there is a direct game competition, of course
candidates will have leaderboards and score, but if they play on their own,
leaderboards would not be necessary. The most important thing is that in each
case, game elements are present and anyone can perceive their presence. It is
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not necessary to be a gamification expert to detect game elements and it is an
extremely important and great point because it means that there is no
gamification without game elements, as we have always been saying since the
beginning of our work. We would repeat again that to be gamified a solution does
not need to have all the numerous game elements we studied in chapter two, but
it is sufficient to contain some of them.
The registration depends on the kind of solution considered, but what we
would like to underline is that the majority of cases are supported by social
network websites. It means two things: the first is that social network websites
are the fastest and the most widespread way to reach people and their
information; the second is that the borders, among e-, social and gamified
recruitment, are not well defined and frequently overlap, working together.
Despite the criticisms about the absence of regular or standard registration, we
would say that being social, gamified solutions for recruitment only demonstrate
to be in line with the times.
Finally, the case studies that do not present social network or standard
registration, but are achievable only through invitation or in predetermined time
periods, are due to the specific choice of organizations exploiting them. In the
same way, we can say that they can be considered more selective and niche
solutions.
The age limit is another interesting aspect. In fact, we notice that the
majority of solutions (5 out of 8 cases) comprehend an age limit of 26. On the one
hand, this is due to the organizational choice of favoring young people and
students. On the other hand, it works as a pre-selection tool chosen because
companies prefer to recruit and train young minds more prone to learning and to
being successful and innovative.
Finally, the table reports the way to apply for the job. Some solutions are
team-based (Brandstorm, Virtuoso and Ace Manager) and it means that you
cannot participate alone, but you need to create a group before registering or to
join forces with other candidates. It is interesting to notice that in Brandstorm and
Ace Manager, groups are both of three people, as if it were the perfect number
to understand people’s strengths and weaknesses. Other solutions see
candidates playing alone.
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This difference is symptom of the kind of abilities and capacities that
organizations are looking for. If working cohesively and strictly represents one of
the value of the company considered essential for its success, it would drive that
corporation to look for people good at team work and with social intelligence, so
that they could fit best within the group of colleagues.

While studying gamification, we identified its main elements, in terms of
characteristics, but also attributes not sufficient at all that are crucial parts of the
integrated system. We will progress step by step, travelling again through the
numerous elements of the first three chapters.
1. Definition in terms of game elements, design and non-game
context.
Recalling gamification definition, it is the use of game elements and design
in non-game context. Indeed, what we expected to find was, of course, the
presence of these three main elements: design, game elements and non-game
context. As we can notice from the analysis of table 5.9, these three
characteristics are strongly present and represent the necessary and sufficient
conditions to have gamification. We could say that, considering the model drawn
during our work, there is no gamification without design, non-game context and
game elements. In this case, non-game context refers to the use of these
solutions, which are exploited in the business field and in particular to improve
HR departments. Then, context refers also to the background or setting where
candidates live their experience.
2. Motivation, engagement and fun.
Bearing in mind our model, we expected to identify also those
characteristics, which could seem partial compared with the main elements, but
that complete the system, which are motivation, engagement and fun.
Considering motivation, which is the reason why people are pushed to do
something, the aim of gamification is to leverage on the intrinsic one, which is the
desire of doing something, not only because we can obtain a prize, but because
it is interesting and enjoyable. However, what we noticed is that our cases are
pointed towards the extrinsic motivation. In fact, job seekers play games only
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because they are trying to achieve a job position. Moreover, the majority of
serious games cannot be played only for enjoyment, but behind invitation or free
availability and it limits the possibility of playing without a reason. However, we
can say that the challenge is very high, because applicants try to do their best for
a second purpose, so motivation is strong.
Considering engagement, it rises on its own. In fact, while in the
gamification tools for training or learning employees are “forced” to play, because
they have to improve their capabilities, in recruitment, the interest in doing
something is strong and this involvement is due to the personal desire of
participating in the competition.
From the point of view of organizations exploiting recruiting and gamified
tools, the engagement they want to leverage on is both internal and external. On
the one hand, these solutions are realized to improve the internal working; on the
other hand, they can help to increase the employment brand. Finally, it is not
behavioral, because organizations are not interested, through these tools, to
increase social behaviors.
Considering fun, it is again present deeply. In fact, even if games are not
an end in themselves, the enjoyment and funniest parts, which happen while
playing, are strong aspects that enable users to face the flow. To remind the
reader, flow is the abstract situation lived by players, who feel part of the virtual
world not influenced by the external factors. In this situation, they feel free to react
instinctively and naturally and they do not perceive the flow of time.
3. Integrated system of mechanics, dynamics, components,
emotions and intention of user.
Mechanics are rules of game, progression of game and set up (in the
sense of setting) and they comprehend challenge, cooperation, feedback and
achievement. Dynamics refer to ways users think and behave in front of
mechanics chosen by game designers. Components are points, leaderboards,
badges, avatars, levels and so on. Emotions are the feelings and emotional
responses evoked in the player. Intention is the direct intervention of the player
who decides to participate and carry out the game missions. All these elements
constitute the integrated system where all of them cooperate and work.
As we can notice from the overall table above, all these elements are
present, in particular mechanics and components, while the others represent
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what organizations are trying to identify. Designers, in accordance with
organizations (in some case), decide which mechanics and dynamics to use. This
choice depends on needs and purposes of game solutions and the most
important thing is that it is not necessary that designers use all the numerous
tools available.
In particular, and the most important thing, dynamics are what our gamified
case studies want to understand. We can say that dynamics are pushed by
emotions. Emotions are what users feel during games and in front of particular
situations. Dynamics are the direct reactions to the situations as consequences
of the emotions felt. What algorithms, which work behind Knack games or
Virtuoso, are able to identify is exactly the dynamics that correspond to specific
inner characteristics and abilities.
4. Aim of gamification.
The aim of gamification is to increase people’s engagement to promote
certain behaviors and to educate. What we expected at the beginning of our
analysis, was that the aim of gamified solutions for recruitment was not to change
people’s behaviors or to educate, but only to find out the best talents.
What we discovered is different. On the one hand, of course we have the
goal of finding best talents, because this is the reason why they were born. On
the other hand, we discovered that these tools, not only help people to
understand themselves better, but candidates can also understand the business
reality learning some mansions and some organizational dynamics among
colleagues. We remark again that it has been demonstrated that (in particular for
serious games where the context is adapted to the company) people hired
through gamification are more prepared, compared with employees recruited
through traditional ways, because they have experienced some logics and
dynamics before entering.
5. Functions of gamification.
Considering what we have studied, gamification tools can be exploited in
many fields, and in the business one, it can have various functions. However,
what we have really understood that we did not expect is that a single solution
can be used to fulfil different goals. In fact, even if our gamified cases are realized
with the precise purpose of finding out talents, at the same time they can carry
out other objectives, as for example training future employees, increasing the
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employment brand and consequently the image of organizations in the eyes of
people. We do not have to forget that potential candidates can also be potential
customers, but also potential promoters of the brand. In this sense, we can say
that gamification can represent a sort of glue between HR and marketing
departments, which is a step forward in collaboration among organizational
departments that until now could seem very far.
6. Difference among e-, social and gamified recruitment.
Considering our initial study, when we spoke about recruitment, we
assumed that borders between different kinds of recruitment are not tidy. Not only
do differences depend on organizational dimensions, but also definitions are not
clear. In fact, e-, social and gamified recruitment overlap and mix together.
The eight case studies definitely have implemented this assumption. It was
what we expected to find and what we found because half of them are supported
by social network websites for achieving the basic information, but all of them use
internet supports both for registration and for the playing experiences.
Considering that gamified solutions are available to companies’ websites, we can
definitely say that Web 2.0 has increased and changed the way of doing business
and at the same time HR department processes.
7. Quantity issue.
Another aspect we expected to solve with gamified tools was the quantity
issue and our case studies solve them. In particular, all of them enable
organizations to see numerous candidates undergoing games, but systems are
able on their own to give a final ranking of the best people.
In this way, the quantity issue is overcome. Organizations do not waste
too much time analyzing CVs that give a little information but at the same time,
they do not face the risk of losing high numbers of people. Job seekers can play
from all over the world, while organizations simply receive the best results. In this
sense, our case studies are considered big data approaches, because they take
into consideration people without attention for their provenience, as well as their
education background.
Finally, games with different levels enable companies to skim candidates
in order, with the possibility to select them more precisely and without losing
potentially resourceful people.
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Before starting with the concluding remarks, we would recall that all the
gamified solutions for recruitment have been realized with the primary purpose of
solving the bumpy journey that each candidate faces with traditional and erecruitment. A journey made of long waits, denials without reason and nonmeritocratic choices. These issues have driven managers to look for new
solutions, which not only foster job seekers but also organizations.
Having reached the end of all comparisons both among different case
studies and between them and the gamification model identified in the first three
chapters, we can make our personal considerations.
As we have remarked in the previous paragraph, the different elements
and characteristics, identified during the whole work, have been spotted in the
practical cases. It means that the theory, broadly speaking, perfectly reflects the
practice and the concrete examples. This revelation is very satisfying if we
consider that often theory and practice are usually far from each other. At the
same time, it is symptom of the punctual and in depth work of research realized.
Our case studies are gamified in each single piece, report the three
elements and the other attributes, are functional to find out right talents without
wasting in time or resources and increase the employment brand.
What we noticed is that the two case studies Knack and Virtuoso, which
work with a collection of data, let the user play just once. In fact, they totally
confide in their algorithm that is a mathematical formulation of applicants’ actions.
It is important to say that the reason for this choice is that companies need to
underline candidates’ reaction time and solutions only basing on their first time
reaction. If they play for the second time, they would be influenced by what they
know and it could invalidate results because their reaction would not be
instinctive.
Furthermore, we would like to concentrate our attention on what we did
not foresee. In particular, we had imagined finding out a good way to study people
abilities, considering their capacity of reaching game goals, but what has
astonished us is that these tools are able to consider something more important.
In particular, we thought that these serious games were realized with the purpose
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of shedding light on specific characteristics and that things to be highlighted
should have been decided from the start.
Instead, gamified solutions for recruitment mix psychometric research,
with neuroscientists’ and mathematicians’ interventions to create algorithms and
other rules able to collect data deriving from game dynamics, and to transform
them in descriptions of personal characteristics, not only in terms of abilities,
knowledge and capabilities, but especially in terms of emotional, relational and
sentimental intelligence. The feeling is that mathematics and statistics shine
through a sort of order, where everything is controlled, but certainly, we cannot
believe that these tools control our whole life.
We consider it a little bit frightening, because it would mean that the
personal actions and reactions are in some way predictable. It is frightening but
not new if we think about the majority of rules and mechanisms that work behind
military academies and leverage on the same idea.
However, considering that the advent of gamification is new, we do not
have data numerous enough to say if it really works and if these judgements
about people are absolute. In fact, there are no proofs of the fact that there are
no parameters that could change the tune. For example, are we sure that if the
same candidate had played in another moment, with other level of experience or
with another age, he/she could not have obtained different results? At present,
there is no answer for this question.
Another fundamental factor we did not expect is the way people can solve
games. In some situations, like Knack, Virtuoso, Reveal, Ace Manager and
Multipoly, it is not important to achieve the goal. Serious games are designed so
that the mechanisms analyze the strategy used by the player and not only results.
Here behaviors are fundamental. In fact, thinking about what we studied about
gamification, its objective is changing people’s behaviors. If you are an
organization, you need to select a talent who has the right capabilities but also
the right behaviors, so that after you will not need to train or educate him/her.
We consider paramount to give our opinion about motivation. Even if we
did not discuss about it during the fourth chapter, because it would have been in
some way repetitive, we would comment on it.
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To remind the reader, gamification leverages on motivation as the reason
that pushes people to do things. It is relevant to remember that solutions realized
to solve the quantity issue of recruitment were invented by those CEOs who,
before setting up the successful startups we mentioned, in turn had been job
seekers. As they reported, they have gone through the experience of not being
received, of sending the CV without having a reply, or of waiting a long time before
receiving a denial. Considering the waste of time and resources they decided to
look for new and interesting ways to help both organizations during their decisions
and candidates during their job seeks.
Bearing in mind what we have just said, we hold to be true that candidates
have high levels of motivation when they face a gamified experience to be hired,
independently of the results.
Firstly, we believe that applicants, especially young people, have more
trust in those methods, which can be less influenced by personal opinions. As we
have just said, these tools are against discrimination if we consider that most of
them do not need to have any information about applicants. In this sense, we can
say that they are perceived as meritocratic.
Secondly, the opinion about the organization exploiting these ways
increases. In particular, also the denial can be considered positively, because the
method is right and considering the large amount of people participating it is more
comforting. On the other hand, it is even more satisfying to be hired.
Thirdly, some of these games are not an end in themselves. In fact, even
if you do not receive the job you can understand more information about your
strengths and weaknesses. Anyway, this assumption works only for those
solutions that give a feedback to candidates, because some of them do not have
this possibility.
Finally, we would like to make another consideration. The vast amount of
experiences that designers are trying to invent, are very creative and correspond
to even more realistic organizational environments and situations. Indeed,
candidates can adapt to an organization before entering or can learn how some
things work. It is very useful and effective, but what is interesting is that some of
the mechanisms that generate enjoyment in the player are similar and attributable
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to the mere mechanics, dynamics and components we explained in the second
chapter.
It means, again, that despite the fact that designers create always more
electrifying and heart-beating experiences, the reasons that convince people to
play are common to the mechanisms that children face while playing. Indeed,
even if these behaviors happen in a virtual and artificial environment as the game
context, data collected can be considered reliable measures of people’s habits
and attitudes.
Considering everything we have said, we can conclude saying that all
gamification characteristics are present in our case studies and for this reason,
we can consider them all essential for the realization of a complete, successful
and effective solution able to achieve the hoped results.
These case studies are evidence of how gamification is changing human
resource management, because it can facilitate many routines and procedures
that are long and wasteful. The itinerary that gamification will have to follow is
long to achieve the best results in finding the rapidest and cheapest ways to find
the right people.
Even if we studied only the recruitment process, as we know, gamification
can be applied to different business fields but also to human resource
management where it can facilitate many functions. Indeed, the goal is to
streamline human resource management processes so that organizations can
spend the saved time to be more innovative, creative and useful for the society.
Being very versatile, gamification can be adapted for many solutions and
functions, but the more it will develop in the future, the more it could become
effective and organizations could fully exploits its potentialities. This trajectory
has been sketched and it is the organizations’ duty and assignment to achieve
this purpose through testing. The more companies experiment gamification tools,
the more these could be improved and adjust to fit organizational requirements
and needs to the best. In this sense, gamification’s success depends on the
organizations’ desire to experiment.
We would like to underline a final point. Here, we have dealt with
concluding remarks and not conclusions. In fact, this work and the analysis we
have elaborated want to be a first contribution toward gamification development.
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What the paper includes is not the end of the process because the number of
samples is not sufficient to track a definite and absolute model.
With this work, we would like to foster the knowledge of these solutions for
both organizations looking for talents and expert job seekers that maybe could
lose many opportunities with traditional recruitment. However, we also would like
to transmit the message that gamification deserves the right attention because
this enjoyable tool can make boring routine and procedures faster, easier and
more pleasurable.
For these reasons, we think organizations should give higher confidence
to gamification and invest in this trend that can help to streamline human resource
management. In this sense, we expect that through organizations’ experiences
we will be able to identify a good model, reliable and effective to nurture both
processes and people.

To conclude our work, we would like to give the reader an idea about what
organizations should develop to flank gamification tools for recruitment.
We think that the advent of tools we have analyzed above does not result
in the death of resumes. If we consider how many business realities exist, and
the fact that the various kinds of recruitment overlap, organizations should
provide a service to support candidates who send their CVs.
The idea is to develop a system able to track the journey of the CV within
the organization. The website should work as a social network where
organizations can register. Like Facebook, the more the number of organization
increases, the better it works. Job seekers can register in the same way and look
for the company they would like to work in. Once they find their organization, they
can upload their CVs that will receive a code. The code will be used to see where
the CV is and if it has been taken into consideration by organization’s managers.
If we think of Amazon’s tracking system of packages, the mechanism is
very similar. In fact, in Amazon the client feels very satisfied and calm because
the situation is under his/her control. He/she knows exactly where packets are in
each moment, but also if the order has been taken into consideration. The same
should happen with the resume website. In fact, the organization should be able
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to give information about the position of CV among company departments. It
would enable candidates to feel more comfortable about their destiny. If they
know that the CV has been taken into consideration, they could expect a job
interview or a request by the organization itself. This aspect again leverages on
motivation because if the candidate has the certainty of receiving an answer,
he/she could be more prone not to give up.
The main problem with CVs is that, the majority of times people send them,
and then they do not receive any answer. It is very frustrating, so the system
should be able to answer their curiosity. Even a negative verdict is better than no
answer.
We think that organizations should analyze resumes and answer some
multiple-choice questions to give the candidate an idea about its carrier journey.
Organizations should have some options among which to decide. For example,
they could choose to select some initial and pre-selection characteristics so that
the system would be able to skim the long list of candidates. If the candidate has
not “product manager” in the section dedicated to job applied for position, the
system could cross out him/her automatically. In this case, the candidate, logging
in the website (there should also be an app), inserting the CV’s code could check
at which point the analysis is. If he/she is not looking for a product manager
position, the system will automatically send him/her the rejection of the
organization.
From the point of view of the candidate, this is a great tool, able to increase
motivation. In fact, as we said before, the rejection is always better than not
knowing if we have been taken into consideration. People are proud also to be
even only considered. On the other hand, we can say that the amount of resumes
sent could be reduced or cleared out gradually.
To conclude, it is only an idea and these are only opinions not tested.
Indeed, it does not mean it will work, but it can be considered effective and
satisfying both for candidates and organizations and in some way it is innovative.
It could be presented as a sort of pre-selection process before the request of
playing the gamified tools through which organizations are able to identify the
right talents properly.
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